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Polypharmacy in Psychiatric Practice: Weighing the Benefits and the Risks
Polypharmacy has been a major cause of concern for physicians and patients alike. Broadly defined, the term 
may simply refer to unnecessary and excessive use of medications to treat a medical condition. It often conveys 
a meaning that “more is being used when less would have sufficed”. One oft-quoted definition of polypharmacy 
in psychiatry is: The use of two or more medications to treat the same condition, use of two or more drugs of the 
same chemical class, or use of two or more drugs with the same or similar pharmacologic actions to treat different 
conditions.1 Polypharmacy is known across various medical specialties, especially in those dealing with chronic 
conditions. Psychiatry has come into focus as a specialty with high degree of polypharmacy. Polypharmacy poses 
several risks to the patient — higher incidence of adverse effects and drug interactions, greater chances of non-
adherence and medication errors. However, not all instances of polypharmacy are irrational or unjustified. Often, a rational combination 
of two drugs leads to a better outcome of illness than can be achieved by either drug alone. Lithium has been known to augment the 
antidepressant action of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) or low-dose antipsychotics have been known to augment the 
antiobsessive action of SSRIs. These are examples of “rational polypharmacy” which are also evidence-based and more commonly, have 
a place in the existing treatment guidelines. However, we all are concerned with increasing use and “silent acceptance” among our own 
fraternity of the practice of irrational polypharmacy—multiple benzodiazepines in the same patient, two or more antipsychotics in sub-
optimal doses in the same patient and similar other examples. 

What could be the possible causes of irrational polypharmacy? Commonly, the clinician achieves some degree of response in his patient 
after using a drug in a particular dose. However, when the response is not adequate, the psychiatrist is often hesitant or apprehensive 
about discontinuing the initial drug before starting the second. As a result, the second drug is added. If there is inadequate response 
here too, the third may follow. This tendency to add may lead to irrational polypharmacy of various degrees. Some practitioners develop 
their own unique heuristics where a combination of certain doses of two or more drugs having similar action is “thought to produce most 
effective response”. As a result, they tend to follow this blindly, expecting good clinical response without bothering about the long-term 
consequences. Another common cause of irrational polypharmacy is the clinician being unsure of the diagnosis. In such cases, he may 
tend to add two or more drugs having efficacy for two or more conditions in an empirical approach. Another common trap is when the 
patient is settled on multiple medicines and the psychiatrist fears that altering medicines will lead to an unpleasant “flare up”. In today’s 
world, expectations of patients and their guardians are often excessive and unrealistic. When they pressurize the clinician for a better 
outcome than simple remission, the latter often resorts to polypharmacy in expectation of a better response. Sometimes, anecdotes of 
early response by use of combinations tempt clinicians to try them. Finally, when response does occur, the clinician is unsure regarding 
which drug caused the response. Fearing relapse, he does not “meddle” with the combination and it goes on. 

In order to avoid irrational polypharmacy, it is better to try treating with single agents to begin with. It is better to take some time out 
to clarify the diagnosis rather than using multiple agents to “tackle” diagnostic confusion. It is always better to follow standard evidence-
based guidelines and treatment protocols. Polypharmacy, if used, should be rational and evidence-based, not erratic and arbitrary. 
The clinician should always reevaluate his prescriptions from time to time and try to use the minimum number of drugs possible. The 
clinicians should repeatedly remind themselves of the age-old dictum of bioethics and an integral part of the Hippocratic oath: Primum 
non nocere or first, do no harm!
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Preschool Onset of Obsessive-compulsive Disorder: A Case 
Report
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Preschool onset of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is rare with limited studies on it and with multiple diagnostic and treatment quandaries. 
We report a case of 5-year-old girl who had obsessive-compulsive symptoms since 4 years of age. She was diagnosed based on Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition criteria after eliminating other potential diagnoses. She showed good response to a 
combination of parent-assisted exposure and response prevention therapy and fluoxetine. This case brings into focus the distress associated 
with very early onset of OCD and discussion of differential diagnoses and treatment options for it.
Keywords: Differential diagnoses, Exposure and response prevention therapy, Obsessive-compulsive disorder, Preschool onset.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
Pediatric obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a chronic and 
disabling disorder with impact on social, familial and academic 
functioning.1 Estimated prevalence of OCD in 5–7 years is 0.3% 
with male preponderance.2 Recent studies show that younger 
age of onset is associated with more symptom severity and 
poorer outcomes.3–7 Preschool onset of OCD is rare and existing 
literature mainly comprises case reports.8,9 No specific diagnostic or 
management guidelines exist and long-term course and outcomes 
in pediatric OCD are unknown.

We described a case of preschool onset of OCD in 5-year-old girl 
with good initial response to interventions used. Informed consent 
was obtained from the patient’s parents and informed assent taken 
from the patient and her parents regarding the publication of this 
case report. The reporting of the case was approved by the Institute 
Ethics Committee.

cA s e  de s c r I p t I o n 
The case report is of a girl aged 5 years and 4 months old brought 
for psychiatric consultation for temper tantrums when her mother 
did not comply with her wishes for performing certain repetitive 
behaviors for one and half years. The girl’s symptoms had started 
abruptly after bout of fever associated with a sore throat. The fever 
was low-grade, intermittent and responded to paracetamol. It was 
not associated with rash, cold, cough, and altered cognitive status.

The child insisted on her clothes being worn just right. She 
would make her mother undress and again dress her nearly six to 
seven times until she felt satisfied that she was dressed properly. If 
her mother tried to refuse to dress her repeatedly while reassuring 
her that her clothes were proper, the child would start crying, 
screaming, and hitting her mother with her hands until mother 
gave in her wishes. The child would be late for school and frequently 
miss school as a consequence of her behavior. The child would also 
avoid going to the toilet because she was apprehensive that she 
would spoil the arrangement of her dress, or that her dress would 
inadvertently touch somewhere and become dirty. She also did not 
like anyone touching her for the same reason. Apart from this, the 
child also spent up to around 30 minutes each time washing her 

hands with soap and water up to 3–4 times a day as she complained 
that they were dirty, especially after going to the toilet, or returning 
home. The child also responded with tears and shouting whenever 
asked to go anywhere without mother as she needed her mother 
to rearrange her dress. The child acknowledged her behavior and 
admitted to the disruption of her daily schedule and activities by 
it but did not consider her behavior to be unreasonable and said 
that she has to remain clean and properly dressed to be good. 
Patient’s behavior was reflective of obsessive symptoms regarding 
symmetry and contamination. Her symptoms had been consistent 
and progressive over time. Her symptoms were not associated with 
repetitive involuntary movements, hyperactivity or neurological 
abnormalities.

Child was born as a nonconsanguineous marriage after an 
uncomplicated pregnancy, full-term normal delivery at hospital 
with no antenatal, perinatal, or postnatal complication either in 
child or in the mother. Regular immunization was carried out. At 
birth, her weight was reportedly normal. Medical records and history 
suggested normal development. There was no history of neurotic 
behavior such as thumb sucking, nail biting, head banging, or bed 
wetting. The child’s physical and psychological development was 
otherwise normal. There was no apparent family or interpersonal 
conflicts, which could have had an influence on the patient. There 
was no family history of seizures or other abnormal movements/
psychiatric complaints or neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Initial Assessment
Comprehensive clinical interviews were carried out with the patient 
and her parents. On examination, the child was well oriented and 
higher mental functions were age appropriate. Mini International 
Neuropsychiatric Interview for Children and Adolescents,10 a short 
structured diagnostic interview for Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV) and International 
classification of disease- 10th edition (ICD-10) psychiatric disorders 
in children and adolescents was administered. Vitals were within 
normal limits. Her height and weight were age appropriate. 
Neurological and systemic examination showed no abnormalities. 
Children’s Yale-Brown Obsessive-compulsive Scale (C-YBOCS)—
parent version11 and Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS)12 
were administered. Score on C-YBOCS was 30 with rating on most 
items being severe. On CGAS the score was 47, i.e., moderate degree 
of interference in functioning. Wechsler Preschool and Primary 
Scale of Intelligence—4th edition13 was used for formal intellectual 
assessment and child’s composite and quotient score was 105, which 
is in the average range.

Laboratory tests/investigations revealed complete hemogram, 
blood sugar, thyroid, renal, and liver function were within normal 
limits. Hemoglobin (13.6 g/dL), total leukocyte count (7,800/
mm3), differential leukocyte count (P60 L28 M5 E2) were within 
normal limits. Other blood investigations revealed normal sugar, 
electrolytes levels, and liver function tests. Anti-streptolysin O (ASO) 
titer was negative and C reactive protein (CRP) (quantitative) was 
1.5 mg/L, i.e., within normal limits.

Intervention
Diagnosis of OCD with poor insight was made based on DSM-5. 
Parents were psycho-educated about OCD, its likely course and 
prognosis as well as treatment options. Treatment was started with 
fluoxetine 5 mg once daily and titrated gradually to 15 mg once 
daily over a period of 3 weeks. Once child’s symptom severity had 
come down and C-YBOCS score had come down to 22, she was 
started on exposure and response prevention therapy conducted 
by clinical psychologist with active participation of parents. Parent 
management techniques were also employed.14 The patient was 
reexamined at 8 weeks. The patient was reassessed at 8 weeks on 
the scales and score on CYBOCS had come down to 14 and rating 
was mild on most items. The CGAS score was 65, i.e., some difficulty 
in a single area, but generally functioning pretty well.

dI s c u s s I o n 
Certain differentials have to be considered before reliably diagnosing 
OCD in children. Children are prone to repetitive behavior and 
magical thinking as part of their normal development.15 They are 
characteristically self-limiting and nondistressing in nature. In the 
present case, the repetitive behaviors and underlying thoughts 
caused significant impairment in child’s daily activities and were 
persistent and distressing to child and parents.

A child is not able to adequately understand the irrationality of 
their obsessions and compulsions. Even if appreciated it is difficult to 
elicit it. Degree of distress and insight may not be the same as adults. 
This might lead to difficulty in making a reliable diagnosis of OCD.16 
Mohapatra et al. had reported a case of atypical presentation of OCD 
in a child that was misdiagnosed initially as psychotic disorder.17 In 
the present case, although the admission of irrationality could not 
be elicited, child showed an understanding of the harm her behavior 
was causing her, and demonstrated willingness to try to stop it.

Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorders associated 
with streptococcal infection was excluded on the basis of absence of 
tics, choreiform movements, and typical relapsing remitting course.18

Some degree of preoccupation with their concerns is present 
in anxiety disorders. Children with social anxiety disorder might be 
excessively concerned with their appearance due to their fear of 
negative evaluation and extreme scrutiny but usually the response 
is avoidance of situation rather than engaging in ritualistic behaviors 
as seen in this child. Children with separation anxiety will cling to 
parents, might not leave home and have a habit of reassurance 
seeking as seen in this child but generally themes are of fear 
separation or fears of harm to self or loved ones.19

Currently there are two approaches to the treatment of pediatric 
OCD—cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and pharmacotherapy 
with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI).20 Family-based 
ERP has shown favorable outcome in some studies conducted in 
very young children with OCD.21,22 American Academy of Child and 
Adolescent Psychiatry treatment guidelines consider CBT or CBT + 
SSRI medication the first-line treatment of pediatric OCD. Cognitive 
behavioral therapy was not feasible in this child due to inadequate 
abstract development because of her young age. However, over time 
once rapport had been established with the child, behavioral therapy 
using exposure and response prevention techniques could be 
successfully implemented with both child and mother’s cooperation.

Efficacy of SSRIs in treating pediatric OCD has been clearly 
established in various trials but there are no clear guidelines 
regarding dosage initiation, schedule and duration of treatment. 
In this case, the child was started on fluoxetine initially at low dose, 
which was later increased. The child showed initial response on this 
combination, indicating that preschool onset of OCD is treatable 
although long-term follow-up will be required to assess the long-
term course and psychosocial outcomes.

co n c lu s I o n 
Diagnosis of preschool onset of OCD requires adequate ruling out 
of other differential diagnoses. Early detection along with adequate 
and timely treatment may lead to more favorable prognosis. The 
development of psychotherapies molded to preschoolers and 
further clarification of pharmacotherapy guidelines can assist in 
better management of very early onset of OCD.
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Role of Cyproheptadine in Various Psychiatric Conditions
Aritra Chakraborty

Ab s t r Ac t 
Though cyproheptadine is commonly used for treatment of different allergic conditions, the molecule is effective in different psychiatric conditions 
mainly due to antiserotonin property. Cyproheptadine can be used in different psychiatric conditions like functional gastrointestinal disorders, 
serotonin syndrome, akathisia, tardive dyskinesia, anorexia nervosa, stimulant-induced weight loss, antidepressant induced sexual dysfunction, 
neuropsychiatric adverse effects associated with efavirenz therapy in HIV positive patients, migraine type headache, augmentation agent in 
schizophrenia. As the molecule is not very costly, its use can help in improving psychiatric practice in developing nations.
Keywords: Antidepressants, Improving psychiatric practice, Schizophrenia.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
Cyproheptadine belongs to the first generation piperidine—a 
subgroup of the first generation antihistamine. Cyproheptadine is 
commonly used for the treatment of different allergic conditions. 
However, it was found to be effective in the treatment of some 
psychiatric conditions also.1,2

Along with the antihistamine property cyproheptadine has 
antiserotonin property by antagonizing action on 5-HT2 receptor. 
It also has anticholinergic, antidopaminergic, and antiandrogenic 
property.3

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  ch I l d h o o d  Fu n c t I o n A l  
GA s t r o I n t e s t I n A l  dI s o r d e r s 
Functional dyspepsia is characterized by increased gastric 
sensitivity to distension. Gastric (mainly fundic area) contraction 
and relaxation are regulated by 5-HT2 receptors. So, cyproheptadine 
with its 5-HT2A antagonistic property is effective in these cases.4

Nociceptive stimulation of 5-HT1B, 5-HT2A, and 5-HT6 receptors 
in excessive manner is implicated in functional abdominal pain. 
5-HT2A antagonism and calcium channel blocking property in 
intestinal muscles are implicated in the use of cyproheptadine in 
functional abdominal pain.5

5HT level is found to be increased in diarrhea predominant irritable 
bowel syndrome. Therefore, cyproheptadine with its antiserotonin 
property is useful in the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.5,6

Cyproheptadine is effective in the treatment of abdominal 
migraine, cyclical vomiting of children also.7,8

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  se r oto n I n  syn d r o m e 
Serotonin syndrome is a life threatening condition due to increased 
serotonergic activity in the central nervous system (CNS) and 
characterized by altered mental status, autonomic dysfunction, 
and abnormalities of neuromuscular function. Serotonergic drugs 
like selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) when used in 
combination, in high doses or in sensitive individuals can cause 
serotonin syndrome by increased neurotransmission in CNS by 
stimulation of the postsynaptic 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors.3

Cyproheptadine can be used as an antidote for serotonin 
syndrome because of the antagonistic action on 5-HT2A receptor.  

An initial dose of 12 mg of cyproheptadine is recommended, followed 
by 2 mg every 2 hours until clinical response is seen. Maintenance 
dose of 8 mg of cyproheptadine six hourly is recommended.9–11 
Several case reports have shown that cyproheptadine is effective 
in mild to moderate cases of serotonin syndrome, but its efficacy 
in severe cases has not been studied properly.

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  An o r e x I A  ne r vo s A 
Cyproheptadine has H1 antihistaminic action and it also promotes 
growth hormone secretion. Due to these actions, it is used to 
increase appetite and help in gaining weight. Cyproheptadine is 
effective in treating anorexia nervosa. Probably nonbulimic type of 
anorexia nervosa patients responds better to cyproheptadine.12,13

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  st I m u l A n t -I n d u c e d  
We I G h t  lo s s ,  An o r e x I A A n d  In s o m n I A 
Children and adolescents with attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder often develop the problem of anorexia, weight loss, 
and insomnia on using the stimulants, which may lead to poor 
compliance to the treatment. Cyproheptadine has been shown to 
promote weight gain and it also improves sleep quality. Commonly 
night time dose of 4–8 mg of cyproheptadine is used.14

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  An t I d e p r e s s A n t-
I n d u c e d  se x uA l  dys F u n c t I o n 
Sexual dysfunction is a known side effect of antidepressants. 
Nowadays, sexual dysfunctions are often reported by the patients 
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taking antidepressants probably because of the expanded 
indications for antidepressants, increase in the number of 
antidepressant prescription, greater emphasis on the biological 
model of depression, increased willingness to discuss sexual 
problems, increased awareness of the adverse effects of drugs, etc.

Selective SSRIs are commonly used antidepressants nowadays. 
Though they are excellent antidepressants, they too have some 
important adverse effects like sexual dysfunction which can lead 
to compliance problems.

Probably the serotonergic property, effect on α1 antiadrenergic 
receptor, indirect inhibitory effect on dopamine are the causes 
responsible for sexual dysfunction like anorgasmia, delayed 
ejaculation, decreased libido, and erectile dysfunction.15 Serotonin 
inhibits nitric oxide synthase (an enzyme involved in the pathway 
to achieve penile erection/lubrication) and this action is probably 
mediated by 5-HT2 receptors.

Cyproheptadine has 5-HT2 antagonist actions and so it 
improves sexual function. Cyproheptadine (4–12 mg/day) can be 
used 1–2 hours before the sexual activity or daily basis.16

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n t h e  tr e At m e n t o F  
Ak At h I s I A 
According to DSM-IV-TR, akathisia is characterized by a 
subjective feeling of restlessness and by objectively observed 
typical movements such as shuffling of the legs, pacing, rocking 
from foot to foot, or the inability to sit down or stand still 
(American Psychiatry Association, 2000). Akathisia can be of 
different types depending on the time of onset-acute, chronic 
or tardive akathisia.

Not only the first generation but also atypical antipsychotics 
can cause akathisia. The prevalence of akathisia in patients with 
schizophrenia varies and is in-between 5% and 37%. Other 
psychotropic medications like SSRI, monoamine oxidase inhibitor, 
and tricyclic antidepressants have been found to be associated 
with akathisia. Not only in patients with schizophrenia or mood 
disorders, but akathisia may also be seen in a wide range of other 
conditions like Parkinsonian syndromes and traumatic brain injury 
patients.

The exact pathophysiology underlying akathisia is not known 
properly. It is thought that basal ganglia and striatal circuitry 
dysfunction are probably responsible for developing akathisia and 
the key neurotransmitters are gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), 
serotonin and dopamine. Dopaminergic motor function in nigro-
striatal pathway is modulated by GABA and serotonin. An imbalance 
between dopaminergic and serotonergic neurotransmitter system 
is implicated in the development of akathisia.

Drugs with 5-HT2A antagonistic property can be helpful 
in the treatment of akathisia. Cyproheptadine (8–16 mg/day) 
can be used to treat antipsychotic induced akathisia due to its 
5-HT2A antagonistic property. This mechanism is probably by 
counteracting antipsychotic induced dopamine D2 receptor 
blockade resulting in enhanced dopamine neurotransmission. 
In one study, cyproheptadine was found to be equally effective 
compared with propranolol in the treatment of akathisia.17

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  tA r d I v e  dys k I n e s I A 
Tardive dyskinesia is a type of abnormal, involuntary movement 
disorder usually involving face and sometimes limbs, which 
emerges as one of the adverse effects of antipsychotic drugs, 

especially the typical ones. The risk of tardive dyskinesia increases 
with higher doses and longer durations of treatment. In some case 
reports, cyproheptadine was found to be effective in the treatment 
of tardive dyskinesia.18

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  nI G h t m A r e s o F  pAt I e n ts 
W I t h  po s t  t r Au m At I c  st r e s s  dI s o r d e r 
Cyproheptadine is effective in reducing nightmares of patients with 
post traumatic stress disorder. Moreover, the sedative property of 
cyproheptadine makes it a good choice for such patients.

Cyproheptadine can improve sleep architecture and REM 
sleep pattern. Cyproheptadine causes rapid eye movement (REM) 
suppression due to its antagonistic effect on serotonin autoreceptor 
(5-HT1A), which results in increased serotonin outflow at the 
midbrain raphe. The anticholinergic property of cyproheptadine 
is also responsible for the reduction of REM sleep. Commonly used 
dose of cyproheptadine in such cases is 4–24 mg/day.19–23 However, 
a few studies have shown conflicting results too.

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  hIv po s I t I v e  pAt I e n ts 
F o r  ne u r o p s yc h I At r I c  Adv e r s e  eF F e c ts o F  
eFAv I r e n z 
Efavirenz belongs to non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors 
(NNRTIs) group of antiretroviral drug, used in the treatment of 
HIV infection. Neuropsychiatric adverse reactions are common 
following efavirenz therapy (up to 50%) and more common within 
the first 2 weeks of treatment. These adverse effects can lead to poor 
compliance to treatment. Dizziness, headache, nightmares, sleep 
disturbance, concentration difficulty, mild cognitive impairment, 
anxiety disorders, depressive disorders, mania, emotional lability, 
poor impulse control, hallucination, delusion, aggressive behavior, 
and catatonia are the most commonly reported adverse reactions. 
The neuropsychiatric effects of efavirenz appear to be dose-
dependent and mediated by the 5-HT2A receptor.

Cyproheptadine helps in improving these adverse effects. 
Moreover, some of the adverse effects of cyproheptadine such as 
increased appetite and weight gain are beneficial for HIV patients 
with weight loss and poor appetite.24–27

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e A s  Au G m e n tAt I o n  AG e n t I n  
sc h I zo p h r e n I A 
Typical antipsychotics block mainly D2 receptors. 5-HT receptor 
plays an important role in the negative symptoms of schizophrenia. 
Atypical antipsychotics act better than typical antipsychotics in 
the treatment of negative symptoms due to their action on 5-HT 
receptors.

Clozapine exhibits higher serotonin (5-HT2) than dopamine 
(D2) blockade in vivo, which contributes to clozapine’s greater 
efficacy and lower propensity for extrapyramidal adverse effects. 
High 5-HT2 blockade and moderate D2 blockade can also be 
obtained by combining two medications: one with prominent 5-HT2 
antagonism (in sufficient amount) and another with D2 antagonism 
(in less amount). One such optimum combination can be made by 
combining cyproheptadine (4–6 mg three times daily (TDS)) with 
a low dose of a typical antipsychotic (D2 antagonist).

Therefore, it can be said that cyproheptadine, due to 5-HT 
antagonistic action, can be used as an augmentation agent in 
treating chronic schizophrenia patients to reduce extrapyramidal 
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adverse effects of conventional antipsychotics such as haloperidol 
and to counteract the negative symptoms.28–30

cyp r o h e p tA d I n e I n  tr e At m e n t o F  mI G r A I n e  
typ e  he A dAc h e 
Trigeminal-vascular system plays an important role in the 
pathogenesis of migraine. Release of serotonin from platelets 
results in vasoconstriction (serotonin 1B and 1D receptors are 
implicated) and resulting in decreased cerebral blood flow. This 
is followed by the depletion of serotonin leading to cerebral 
vasodilatation and trigeminal nerve stimulation. These changes 
induce neurogenic inflammation and result in migraine headache.

Cyproheptadine inhibits the release of vasoactive peptides, 
including calcitonin gene-related peptides, with simultaneous 
inhibition of both serotonin 1B and 1D receptors and prevents 
neurogenic inflammation. Cyproheptadine in the dose of  
4–8 mg/day can be used in migraine type headache in both children 
and adult population.31–33

co n c lu s I o n 
Cyproheptadine has been found to be effective in many psychiatric 
conditions such as various functional gastrointestinal disorders, 
serotonin syndrome, akathisia, tardive dyskinesia, anorexia 
nervosa, stimulant induced weight loss, antidepressant-induced 
sexual dysfunction, neuropsychiatric adverse effects associated 
with efavirenz therapy in HIV positive patients, migraine type 
headache, and augmentation agent in schizophrenia. It is very 
interesting that a single molecule is effective in so many psychiatric 
conditions. There are so many drug treatment options for those 
conditions. However, most of them appear costly to poor patients. 
Cyproheptadine can be a cheaper treatment option for these 
conditions and so may be cost-effective in developing countries. 
But unfortunately the number of studies on cyproheptadine in such 
situations are limited. Therefore, the molecule should be studied 
for those conditions in different parts of the world to get a cheaper 
alternative treatment option.
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CASE REPORT

Treatment-resistant Delusional Dysmorphophobia
L Lavanya1, K Raman2, Shanthi Nambi3, GS Chandraleka4

Ab s t r Ac t 
Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) is a relatively common disorder that consists of a distressing or impairing preoccupation with imagined or 
slight defects in appearance. It is important to recognize and appropriately treat BDD, as this disorder is associated with marked impairment in 
psychosocial functioning, notably poor quality of life and high suicidality rates. Herewith, we present a case of 44-year-old single unmarried male 
with chronic duration of preoccupation with imagined bodily defect with significant sociooccupational functioning. The patient was treated 
with multiple psychotropics, cognitive behavioral therapy, and a trial of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). The response to treatment was almost 
negligible. The focus of discussion would be the presentation and treatment protocol followed in this resistant case.
Keywords: Delusional variant, Dysmorphophobia, Treatment resistance.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0035

bAc kg r o u n d 
Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) is a relatively common, distressing, 
and disabling condition characterized by excessive concern about 
perceived defect in physical appearance that is either nonexistent 
or grossly exaggerated by the patients.1 Delusional beliefs and 
absence of insight are considered particularly incapacitating 
manifestations of this disorder. Treatment with selective serotonin 
reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), neuroleptics, and cognitive therapy are 
effective although a small number of case reports suggest that BDD 
may improve with electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). Here, we discuss 
a patient who was resistant to pharmacotherapy/psychotherapy 
and with ECT in various institutional settings.

cA s e  de s c r i p t i o n 
A 44-year-old single, unemployed, male from a rural area/
middle socioeconomic status was brought by his brother-in-law. 
Patient had given detailed history about the chronic course of 
his symptoms of change in his face that made him look very ugly, 
a belief that everybody was laughing at his facial features and 
therefore that he was object of ridicule. He believed that his face 
was transforming into that of a monkey.

Patient had avoidant behaviors like inability to go outside, 
going out only after sunset, and avoided meeting others mainly 
women in village. Chronic duration of preoccupation with imagined 
defect made him distressed, avoided social events with family and 
friends, difficult to concentrate on his job, and was contemplating 
suicide. He secluded himself from rest of society.

Patient developed anxiety in social situations due to his 
referential thinking. Patient visited multiple hospitals to treat  
his condition by selling the land and had frequent quarrels with his 
brother, which ended up in a physical fight over the property issues.

In addition, he had anhedonia, feeling of worthlessness, 
hopelessness, and suicidal ideation. He had depressive features 
but no biological dysfunction. No first rank symptom was evident. 
There was no history of substance abuse.

Patient was first among three children in the family, and his 
father died at the age of 35 and he committed suicide by hanging 
while being under the influence of alcohol. His grandmother had 
psychiatric illness and seizure disorder.

After many consultations, his belief that his face was deformed 
and looking like an animal was unshakeable. The belief was of 
delusional proportion. He had poor insight which lead to significant 
impairment in personal, social, and occupational domains.

Physical examination was normal. On mental state examination, 
the patient was alert, conscious, well-groomed, rapport was 
established, mood was subjectively worried, objectively sad, 
content of thought revealed dysmorphic delusion, and delusion 
of reference secondary to body dysmorphophobia. There was no 
perceptual abnormality. Insight was grade I. Routine hematological, 
biochemical tests, CT brain, and EEG were normal.

tr e At m e n t Hi s to ry
He was given adequate trial of fluoxetine up to 60 mg and 30 mg 
of buspirone for above symptoms. However, he showed limited 
response to this as well as to cognitive therapy. Later on, he was 
treated with low doses of amitriptyline and supportive therapy with 
which his symptoms persisted.

In 2002, he was started on olanzapine and received a maximum 
dose of 15 mg beyond which he could not tolerate the drug. 
Since this did not reduce his symptoms, he was treated with 
trifluphenazine and risperidone. He was started on haloperidol 
and clonazepam when he had predominantly psychotic features 
and depressive features.

He was on haloperidol 10 mg, trihexyphenidyl 2 mg, clonazepam 
0.25 mg, and sertraline 50 mg for few months. Then he discontinued 
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these drugs as he had side effects. Initially, he was treated with 
fluoxetine 40 mg, buspirone 10 mg, and two trials of ECT and 
continued the medications for few years.

He showed minimal improvement with fluoxetine 20 mg but 
psychotic symptoms persisted. He was also tried on sertraline and 
clonazepam combination to maximum allowable dosage and for 
delusional component, and clozapine was started with 12.5 titrated 
up to 125 mg. Since there was no improvement, it was tapered and 
stopped. Later on, he was treated with pimozide 1 mg for shorter 
duration.

Pharmacotherapy with cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) 
showed limited response for his condition. Behavioral experiments 
were used to reduce his social avoidance and mirror exposure to 
reduce his mirror avoidance. Cognitive behavior therapy techniques 
did not provide much improvement. Treatment was switched to 
meta-cognitive therapy (MCT) which focused on distress reduction. 
Patient is still on regular follow-up and there is little reduction in 
depressive features but referential delusional still persists.

di s c u s s i o n 
The patient described above was diagnosed to have treatment-
resistant BDD based on patient’s preoccupation with a nonexistent 
deformity which was of delusional intensity. Ensuing delusions of 
reference caused him to quit work and to shun social interactions. 
His anxious avoidance behavior was also of diagnostic importance. 
Chronic nature of illness, strong delusional belief with comorbid 
depression, and poor response to treatment led him to repeatedly 
seek treatment, but insight into illness was poor even after multiple 
trials of medications and psychoeducation.2,3

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors are the preferred 
choice of somatic treatments for BDD and have been reported to 
be effective for BDD-related delusions and comorbid depression 
with suicidal ideation. ECT was administered in our case to manage 
depression since he failed to respond to a variety of medication 
combinations that included SSRIs.

In many studies, it is advised to first treat BDD with SSRIs 
for 12–16 weeks, increasing medication to maximum allowable 
dosage, and to provide additional similarly prolonged trials with 
different SSRIs for initial treatment failures. Hence, our patient was 
considered to have failed the 4-month treatment with fluoxetine 
according to guidelines.

A range of SSRIs has been used in the treatment of BDD, 
including fluoxetine, sertraline, and paroxetine. Previous studies 
showed that most evidence for the efficacy of pharmacotherapies 
in BDD have shown response rates ranging from 53% to 70%.4,5

We intended to keep him under follow-up as the rapport with 
the psychologist was good. Behavioral experiments to address his 
impairment in socialization were the focus of treatment follow-up.

co n c lu s i o n 
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors are generally the preferred 
class of somatic treatment, even in the presence of dysmorphic 
delusions. Clinical experience and guidelines suggest that SSRI 
augmentation with an atypical antipsychotic can be beneficial. 

The assessment of the depressed patient referred for ECT should 
include careful screening for dysmorphic symptoms.6

Pharmacological and CBT-derived treatment options have 
proven valuable and efficacious in the treatment of BDD. BDD-
specific CBT techniques have been found to be effective both in 
reducing symptom severity and in long-term management. This was 
followed in our study but still this case was unresponsive to therapy.7,8

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) involves the 
use of focused electromagnetic fields to stimulate specific regions 
within the brain; the technique is currently being studied for use 
in depression and BDD.

Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) is a form of 
behavioral therapy based on the principle that patients consider 
internal processes aversive and thus can make ineffective attempts 
to change them and can be useful to assess the severity of BDD.9

cl i n i c A l  si g n i f i c A n c e 
The case described above stresses the need for early identification 
and initiation of therapy in BDD. The need for cognitive formulation 
and other biological methods of treatment in resistant cases 
was emphasized through the presentation. Resistant cases are 
associated with significant impairment and poor quality of life, 
hence the need for rapport building and improving insight.
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CASE REPORT 

Familial Bipolar Variant of Postpartum Psychosis: A Case 
Report
L Lavanya1, K Raman2, Shanthi Nambi3, GS Chandraleka4

Ab s t r Ac t 
To highlight the familial influence in a patient presenting bipolar variant of postpartum psychosis (PP). Postpartum psychosis although less 
common than other postpartum psychiatric disorders is of immense significance in view of the course of the illness and impairment. Women 
with bipolar disorder or schizoaffective disorder have been reported to have >50% risk for another episode of PP. Postpartum psychosis 
affected 74% of mothers with bipolar disorder and a first-degree relative who had PP, compared with only 30% of bipolar women without any 
family history of PP. There is a strong familial component associated with the illness. Mrs. S, 24-year-old housewife, married for 5 years, 10th 
std, from Puducherry, brought by the mother to our OPD with complaints of sleep disturbance, irritability, anger outburst over trivial issues, 
and suspiciousness for past 15 days. Stressor patient gave birth to a child 15 days back following which she developed sleep disturbances, 
decreased self-care, neglecting the child, suspiciousness that people are talking ill about her, and that her husband had left her permanently, 
with a past history revealing similar illness in the past during the first childbirth 3 years ago, which resolved within 10 days of treatment. Familial 
aggregation of the illness will be presented in detail and treatment options will be discussed.
Keywords: Bipolar disorder, Familial aggregation, Postpartum psychosis.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0036

bAc kg r o u n d 
Postpartum psychosis (PP) occurs in 1–2/1,000 of childbearing women.1 
Symptoms usually have an onset within the first 2–4 weeks after 
delivery. Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM)-5 
allows PP to be classified in the “short psychotic disorder” section of 
the schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders. But the 
preponderance of data suggests that PP is an overt presentation of 
bipolar disorder after delivery.1 72–88% of patients who develop PP 
immediately after childbirth have bipolar illness or schizoaffective 
disorder, whereas only 12% have schizophrenia.1 Close consanguinity 
increases the risk of mood disorders; morbidity risks for first-degree 
relatives are around 10–50% predisposing to puerperal psychosis.

The baseline risk for PP is 1:500; however, the risk rises to 1:7 for 
women with one past episode of PP.2 In fact, women with bipolar 
disorder or schizoaffective disorder have a >50% risk for another 
episode of PP.3 Jones and Craddock4 found that PP affected 74% of 
mothers with bipolar disorder and a first-degree relative who had 
PP, compared with only 30% of bipolar women without any family 
history of PP. Women with a past history of unipolar psychotic 
depression can relapse shortly after delivery with an episode  
of PP.

Puerperal hormone shifts, obstetrical complications, sleep 
deprivation, and increased environmental stress are possible 
contributing factors to the onset of illness.5 As early as 2–3 days 
after childbirth, the patient develops paranoid, grandiose, or 
bizarre delusions, mood swings, confused thinking, and grossly 
disorganized behavior that represent a dramatic change from her 
previous functioning. PP and bipolar psychosis or mixed episodes 
share common symptoms of elation, dysphoria, mood lability, 
confusion, and heightened sensitivity to sleep deprivation.

cA s e  de s c r i p t i o n 
A 24-year-old female, Mrs. S, studied up to 10th standard, 
Muslim, Urdu speaking, middle socioeconomic status, and urban 

background was brought by mother with complaints of sleep 
disturbances, excessive talking, suspiciousness, decreased self-care, 
neglecting of the child, anger outburst, and irritability for the past 
15 days. Onset was acute in nature, in the postpartum period, and 
course was progressive.

Patient was apparently normal 15 days back and she delivered 
a female baby by cesarean section in hospital. On the 3rd day 
of puerperium, she developed disturbed sleep, initially initial 
insomnia for few days, and changed to complete loss of sleep. She 
was constantly asking her mother about husband’s presence. The 
hospital stay got prolonged for 2 weeks due to wound infection. 
During the hospital stay, she fed her baby every 2–3 hours and 
maintained adequate self-care. After being discharged, during 
the 3rd week, she gradually neglected and stopped feeding her 
child. She started lamenting excessively about husband and her 
behaviour became odd and eccentric like repeatedly telling the 
names, scribbling, and collecting objects.

Seventeen days after delivery, she started expressing 
suspiciousness over husband’s fidelity. Gradually, she started 
believing firmly that her husband had left her permanently for 
someone. She was not convinced by her husband’s phone call or 
her mother’s reassurance. Suspiciousness gradually involved her 
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family members when she started believing that they were talking 
ill about her and preventing her from meeting her husband. She 
became restless and started pacing around the house. Behavioral 
changes continued to worsen and she started expressing anger 
and displayed aggression toward family members.

She was secluded in a room due to violent behavior and 
sleeplessness. She developed bladder and bowel incontinence 
initially for one day. She was brought to hospital by family members 
as she was not manageable at home.

There were no symptoms suggestive of schizophrenia or 
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) or other anxiety disorders. There 
was no history of head injury or seizure disorder or suicidal attempt.

There is past history of similar illness soon after first childbirth 3 
years ago. Symptoms during the previous episode were disturbed 
sleep pattern, decreased social interaction, decreased self-care, and 
food refusal. She was treated with psychotropic medications (details 
not available) and reached premorbid level in about 2 months.

Family History
In the 1st generation—patient’s own sister had bipolar disorder and 
cousin sister had severe depression with psychosis. Her cousin brother 
had intellectual disability with psychosis unspecified. Patient’s 
mother, two maternal aunts, and maternal uncle were diagnosed to 
have bipolar disorder. Patient’s grandmother, grandmother’s brother, 
and his daughter and son had bipolar disorder, and grandfather’s elder 
brother and his three sons had psychiatric illness. There was history 
of thyroid dysfunction in three family members and recurrence of 
mental illness was associated with altered thyroid function in all 
of them. In family pedigree (Fig. 1), history of consanguinity was 
significantly noted. Each person in the family had predefined stressor 
before onset of their illness, and the duration of episode was shorter 
and symptoms remitted in few weeks with sodium valproate as the 
primary mood stabilizer in almost all patients. Evidence of completed 
suicide in two persons.

Personal History
Birth and developmental history were uneventful. She was 
average in studies, but discontinued in 10th standard due to fear 
of failure. She had regular cycles with no premenstrual mood 
changes. She is married for past 5 years and is currently staying 
with her in-laws and husband is working as assistant in attorney 
general office at Dubai. Interpersonal relationship with spouse 
is adequate. Premorbid personality did not reveal any abnormal 

personality traits. Her general and systemic examination did not 
reveal any abnormality. Mental state examination at the time of 
admission revealed increased psychomotor activity (restlessness 
and pacing around ward), difficult to establish rapport, speech was 
spontaneous, relevant and coherent, mood subjectively reported as 
worried, affect was irritable with thought content revealing delusion 
of reference and infidelity. There was no perceptual disturbance 
reported. Her higher mental functions showed impairment in 
abstract thinking and judgement with grade I insight.

To summarize, 24-year-old married female with significant 
family loading of affective disorder and family history of thyroid 
dysfunction with past history of depressive illness in the postpartum 
period with fair response to treatment presented with acute onset 
of behavioral change, paranoia, irritability, and insomnia in the 
postpartum period. Mental state examination revealed irritable 
affect, increased psychomotor activity, and paranoid delusions 
with poor insight.

A provisional diagnosis of mental or behavioral disorders 
associated with pregnancy, childbirth or the puerperium, with 
psychotic symptoms—6 E21 was made as per ICD 10 and brief psychotic 
disorder with postpartum onset as per DSM 5. She was hospitalized 
in view of the unmanageability of symptoms. Her complete blood 
investigations were normal except for abnormal thyroid function test. 
Imaging was normal. She was started on Quetiapine 50 mg titrated to 
100 mg, lorazepam 4 mg titrated to 8 mg, and sodium valproate 400 mg 
titrated to 800 mg. Levothyroxine 25 μg was started for hypothyroidism. 
She became symptom free within 2 months of treatment and is on 
regular follow-up. Psychoeducation of the family members regarding 
the illness, etiology, association with life events, treatment duration, 
prognosis, and child care was done in multiple sessions.

di s c u s s i o n 
The patient described here is a typical presentation of PP with the 
classical clinical picture of postpartum onset of sleep disturbance, 
paranoia, mood swings, and disorganized behavior. As it is 
reported in the literature, the patient presented with a clinical 
picture suggestive of mixed affective psychosis. She also had a past 
history of depressive illness which increased the risk for the current 
episode. Studies have reported that affective phenomenology 
seems to be a feature of the disorder and is more common in PP 
than other psychotic disorders.6 Apart from affective symptoms, at 
the same time, bizarre delirium-like symptoms may also be seen. 
Sometimes atypical cognitive symptoms such as disorientation and 
confusion can be observed in patients. Women have a relatively 
low incidence of symptoms such as thought insertion, withdrawal 
or broadcasting, passivity experiences, hallucinatory voices, giving 
running commentary, or social withdrawal.5,7

Rapid alterations in circulating steroid hormones following 
birth have consistently been suggested to play a role in PP etiology 
as have primiparity, maternal sleep problems, maternal stress in 
puerperium, and maternal age.4 Our patient had her first episode 
of postpartum mood disorder following her first childbirth. An 
affective episode with strong familial predisposition played a 
role in precipitation of illness. Although psychosocial factors 
play negligible role in the etiology, our patient had interpersonal 
conflicts with her in-law family and perceived absence of support 
from spouse possibly acting as stressful life events. It was interesting 
to note that the family members who reported of bipolar illness 
had precipitation of episodes following life events such as hearing 
death news, illness in a relative, and interpersonal conflicts at home.Fig. 1: Family pedigree chart
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Postpartum psychiatric episodes may be a marker of a familial 
form of bipolar disorder.4 Familial aggregation was the highlight of 
this case study. We observed that there was strong genetic loading 
of affective illness across three generations. Since the whole family 
was being treated and was under follow-up with one psychiatrist 
for long duration, it was easy to delineate the pattern of illness and 
treatment response. Common findings observed include typical 
clinical presentation of life event triggering the onset of the illness, 
abrupt onset, agitated behavior and insomnia coupled with sad 
mood and irritable affect, and predominantly agitated depression 
like picture and faster remission to treatment with mood stabilizer 
(sodium valproate).

Thyroid dysfunction (hypothyroidism) was observed in our 
patient as comorbidity. We also observed similar pattern of thyroid 
abnormality in her family members who had affective illness.8,9 
Studies have documented that autoimmune thyroid disease 
(thyroiditis) is much more prevalent in women with first-onset PP 
than in postpartum women from the general population. Further, 
clinical thyroid failure occurs significantly faster and in a greater 
percentage of patients with PP. Postpartum immune activation is 
postulated to produce the clinical manifestations of both thyroid 
dysfunction and psychiatric illness.

A recent study suggests that lithium prophylaxis is effective in 
women who previously had only PP than in women with bipolar 
disorder who have had mood episodes outside the postpartum 
period as well. Lithium, divalproex, olanzapine, and estrogen have 
been examined for their efficacy in preventing the recurrence 
of psychosis. Our patient had a significant response to sodium 
valproate, which was the first choice in view of the family response 
to treatment with the same drug. Valproate is effective as a mood 
stabilizer and is approved as safe for breastfeeding. Maintenance 
dose with valproate was effective in preventing recurrence in her 
first-degree relatives with bipolar affective disorder.10–12

Good prognostic factors included patients with a shorter 
duration of the acute episode of PP compared with patients 
with longer episodes and first onset affective psychosis outside 
postpartum period.13 Our patient had a better prognosis in terms 
of early treatment response and remission, typical clinical picture 
with no features of delirium, compliance with treatment, and family 
support.

co n c lu s i o n 
The case was presented for its uniqueness in terms of strong familial 
risk and treatment response. We did not evaluate the patient for 
autoimmune thyroid antibodies which would have established 
clue to the role of thyroid dysfunction in the illness onset. The 
clinical presentation was a prototype of PP with predominant 

affective disturbance, past affective episode with postpartum 
onset, and early remission with treatment. Hence, it is imperative 
to screen patients with genetic, biological, and social risk factors 
for postpartum exacerbation of mental illness.

cl i n i c A l  si g n i f i c A n c e 
The above case description highlights the familial aggregation of 
mood disorder, episode association with life events, link between 
thyroid dysfunction and recurrence of mood disorder, and 
importance of familial treatment response.
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Background: Internet addiction increases the stress level and interferes with the academic performance and other activities in college students. 
The objective was to examine the relation of internet use characteristics and perceived stress in internet addiction among first-year medical 
students.
Materials and methods: This was a cross-sectional and observational study of 200 first-year students of medical college, Jamnagar. Patterns of 
internet use and socioeducational data were collected. Internet addiction test (IAT) was used to assess the internet addiction. Perceived stress 
scale (PSS) was utilized to assess the stress level. The data were analyzed using appropriate statistics.
Results: Out of total 172 participants, 5.73% of students had internet addiction. More than half of the students with internet addiction were 
using internet for 5 years or more and almost everywhere, spending more money, and using multiple gadgets for internet. More than 85% of 
the students with internet addiction did not perform any daily exercise/sports, were spending more than 2 hours in a day, and had high levels 
of perceived stress. The distribution of total duration of internet use, time and money spent on internet, gadgets used for internet, perceived 
stress, and internet addiction was also found to be statistically significant using multiple logistic regression analysis.
Conclusion: Internet usage with multiple gadgets and spending more time, for longer duration (>5 years), were correlates of internet addiction 
in college students. Students with internet addiction perceived high level of stress.
Keywords: College students, Internet addiction, Perceived stress.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0037

In t r o d u c t I o n 
Across the globe, the trend of using smart phone and internet is 
increased among the college students in last few years. Nowadays, 
they are using internet for different purposes like gathering 
information, transactions, communication, entertainment, and 
gaming, etc. There have been serious concerns about excessive 
internet use and related problems in students. Although internet 
addiction is not included as a clinical disorder in latest edition 
of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder and 
International Classification of Disease, since many years, few 
researchers have worked on addictive potential of internet use and 
tried to define internet addiction. It is a type of behavioral addiction 
and it includes core features like salience, mood modification, 
tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse.1–3

The prevalence of internet addiction varies from 0.7% to 18.6% 
among the college students. Many studies found that the college 
students as the group are highly susceptible to internet addiction.2–11 
Globally, with the rise of new-generation smart phone and easy 
availability of internet, the risk of “internet addiction” is emerging 
as a pandemic health problem in young adults.3 Research studies 
suggests that the internet addiction is associated with loneliness, 
lower self-esteem, poor academic performance, high level of stress, 
anxiety, depression, and other mental health problems in students.4–14 
Considering the heavy internet use among the college students, it 
is important to analyze the internet use among the first-year health 
professional undergraduates. The objectives were to study the 
proportion of undergraduates with internet addiction and to assess 
the relation between internet addiction and psychological distress.

MAt e r I A l s A n d  Me t h o d s 
This was a 3 month, cross-sectional, observational study conducted 
from October 2017 to December 2017. First-year MBBS students of 
the college were selected as participants. They were explained 
the study objectives, and their written informed consent was 
obtained. Every year, a total of 200 students are admitted in first-
year MBBS. We have approached the whole class and included all 
of them. The students that refused to participate in the study were 
excluded. Study was approved by Institutional Ethical Committee 
of MPSGMC, Jamnagar.

An awareness lecture on internet addiction was arranged 
for the first-year students. The students were requested to fill up 
a semistructured proforma specifically designed for the study. 
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The participants were assessed for internet addiction and perceived 
stress using the tools as described below.

Tools
A semistructured proforma that included details of age, gender, 
educational qualification of parents, computer ownership, place of 
access (home/hostel, and college, etc.), and time spent of internet, 
money spent on internet use, gadgets use for internet, time of 
internet use, regular daily exercise/sports was used.

Internet Addiction Test
It is a 20-item 5-point Likert scale that measures the severity of 
self-reported compulsive use of the internet. A total score of 
internet addiction test (IAT) ranges from 0 to 100. Participants 
with average online use have a score of 20–49, those with a score 
of 50–79 are likely to have occasional or frequent problems and a 
score of >79 in those with significant problems due to internet use. 
Internet addiction test analyzes six factors—salience, excessive 
use, neglecting work, anticipation, lack of control, and neglecting 
social life. These factors have a good internal consistency (0.88) 
and concurrent validity, with salience being the most reliable. The 
internal reliability of the scale is 0.93. For the purpose of this study, 
participants scoring 50 or above in IAT were considered to have 
internet addiction.1,5

Perceived Stress Scale
It is a 10-item scale individual item based on Likert scale ranging 
from 0 to 4. Participants with scores ranging from 0 to 13 would be 

low stress, 14 to 26 would be moderate stress, and 27 to 40 would 
be high perceived stress. Perceived stress scale (PSS) exhibited 
satisfactory psychometric property.6

Statistical Analysis
Data collected were subjected to appropriate descriptive statistics 
using frequencies, percentages; of different variables were 
calculated. Chi-square test was used for qualitative data. The p 
value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Binary logistic 
regression analysis was used to calculate odds ratio. Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 15 was applied to 
analyze the data.

re s u lts 
Out of total 200 participants, 172 students completed their 
proforma and were included for final analysis. Among them, 5.73% 
of students using internet had satisfied the criteria for internet 
addiction. The mean age of students was 18.3 years. More than half 
of the students with internet addiction were using internet for 5 
years or more and almost everywhere, spending more money, and 
using multiple gadgets for internet. More than 85% of the addicted 
students did not perform any daily exercise/sports, spending 
more than 2 hours in a day, and perceived high level of stress. 
The distribution of total duration of internet use, time and money 
spent on internet, gadgets used for internet, perceived stress, and 
internet addiction was statistically significant using binary logistic 
regression analysis (Tables 1 and 2). 

Table 1: Association pattern of internet usage and psychological stress with the internet addiction

Internet use

Variables
Non-addict  
(n = 142) (%)

Addict  
(n = 30) (%) Chi-square p value

Gender Male 74 (52.11) 21 (70) 3.205 0.73
Female 68 (47.88) 9 (30)

Father’s education Below UG 33 (23.23) 7 (23.33) 0.423 0.809
UG 68 (47.88) 16 (53.33)
UG and above 41 (28.87) 7 (23.33)

Mother’s education Below UG 48 (33.80) 11 (36.66) 0.123 0.940
UG 69 (48.59) 14 (46.66)
UG and above 25 (17.60) 5 (16.66)

Gadgets used Mobile 128 (90.14) 10 (33.33) 50.395 0.001
Mobile, laptop, and others 14 (9.85) 20 (66.66)

Place of prominent use Hostel/home 128 (90.14) 11 (36.66) 45.677 0.001
Almost everywhere 14 (9.85) 19 (63.33)

Time spent/day <2 hours 132 (92.95) 4 (13.33) 94.883 0.001
>2 hours 10 (7.04) 26 (86.66)

Maximum time spent/day Entertainment 73 (51.40) 11 (36.66) 5.386 0.68
Social media 56 (39.43) 12 (40)
Academic 13 (9.15) 7 (23.33)

Money spent/month <300 rs 139 (97.88) 14 (46.66) 55.199 0.001
>300 rs 3 (2.11) 16 (53.33)

Total duration of internet use <5 years 136 (95.77) 11 (36.66) 69.658 0.001
>5 years 6 (4.22) 19 (63.33)

Regular exercise/sports Absent 113 (79.57) 26 (86.66) 0.803 0.370
Present 29 (20.42) 4 (13.33)

Perceived stress in last month Low to moderate 112 (78.87) 4 (13.33) 48.451 0.001
High 30 (21.12) 26 (86.66)
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dI s c u s s I o n 
Globally, many studies have been conducted on internet addiction 
among the health professional students. This study primarily 
focuses on first-year undergraduate students of MBBS. Overall 
5.73% of students had internet addiction in this study, which is in 
accordance with the many studies using Young’s IAT. Some studies 
have reported higher and some has reported lower prevalence 
of internet addiction. The variation in prevalence rate is due 
to difference in materials and methods of studies.4–11 Internet 
addiction is more commonly seen in male than female but there 
was no significant association found between gender and internet 
addiction in this study. This finding was consistent with the Indian 
study among MBBS students.9 However, some studies found 
definite association between male gender and internet addiction.7,10 
This might due to different motivation and behavior for internet 
addiction between males and females.

The patterns of internet use are varied among the students. In 
this study, students with internet addiction were spending more 
time and money than their non-addict counterparts. Majority of 
the students with internet addiction were using internet for more 
than 5 years. Although mobile phone was the most preferred 
gadget for using internet, students with internet addiction were 
using multiple gadgets for internet compared to non-addict. These 
findings corroborates with the Indian studies among the health 
professional students.8

In the present study, majority of students with internet 
addiction did not perform any regular daily exercise and had high 
level of perceived stress. Similar studies from India and abroad 
have found that students with internet addiction showed reduced 
subjective happiness.9,10 The present results are also consistent 
with those studies that reported a strong correlation between 
stress and internet and smart-phone addiction.11,12 Higher level of 
internet addiction and stress in medical students might be due to 
length of medical course in India including internship, rural services, 
and further years of postgraduate education with burden of fee 
structures posing significant financial problems. Many students 
face a completely new environment, staying away from home, and 
with new peers and teachers. Parents and relatives of students have 
high expectations about their academic performances and future 
careers, adding to stress level for them.13,14

There is a deficit in the phenomenological understanding and 
treatment of internet addiction. First-year MBBS is a transition period 
from school to college. It should be considered as a vulnerable 
time for their whole professional career. Healthy internet usage 
behaviors, social skill training, strengthening positive coping skills, 
and modes of seeking help should be included in their foundation 
course. Screening of students to identify addictive behaviors should 
require for those who report psychological distress.

co n c lu s I o n 
Internet addiction in first-year MBBS students is serious and 
emerging health issue. It is more common in those students who 
are spending more time and money for internet, started using 
internet early in adolescent age, and using multiple gadgets for 
internet. Psychological distress is more common in students with 
internet addiction. Awareness lectures about problematic internet 
usage and its consequences should be included in foundation 
course. Early identification and intervention for internet addiction 
in first-year students would benefit their whole professional carrier.

lI M I tAt I o n o f t h e  st u dy 
Study includes the sample from the single college. Large-scale 
prospective studies about internet addiction will require supporting 
the study findings in the health professional undergraduates.

Ac k n ow l e d g M e n ts 
The authors are thankful to the medical students for their cooperation 
and to Community Medicine Department for statistical analysis.
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Dementia is a complex neuropsychiatric disorder that needs medical and nonpharmacological approaches for its long-term management. This 
review aims at providing an overview of the various nonpharmacological strategies employed in the long-term management of dementia. 
The paper looks at various treatment approaches like occupational therapy, methods to improve daily living, alternative medicine approaches, 
and various innovative approaches like animal-assisted and pet therapy. The paper also outlines various forms of psychotherapy and cognitive 
enhancement methods that may be used for patients and their caregivers alike. Certain general guidelines for the nonpharmacological 
management of dementia at home are suggested, which shall enhance the quality of life of patients with dementia.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
There are 50 million suffering from dementia and India houses the 
second most number of them with an estimated 4.1 million people 
as per the “Dementia India” report published by the Alzheimer’s 
and Related Disorders Society of India. This is expected to double 
by 2035.1 The onset of dementia is usually seen in 60s and increases 
when individual reaches in the octogenarian age. Dementia, a 
common and neuropsychiatric syndrome, in itself is not a specific 
disease/disorder. It refers to a group of symptoms caused by brain 
disorders.2 It is a progressive condition that affects the abilities 
to think, solve problems, or control emotions that brings about 
cognitive and personality changes with functional decline.3 
Dementia may also lead to progressive memory loss. Activities of 
daily living (ADLs) are progressively impaired in dementia.4 Biological 
functions such as sleep and appetite are usually affected by 
dementia, as are neuromuscular functions such as gait and balance.5

Though nonpharmacological treatment (NPT) is the first 
line of treatment for dementia, by choice, treatment has 
persisted to remain pharmacological in approach. Reasons 
such as less investment in cost of human labor and time and 
quicker administration of medication have served a win over 
nonpharmacological management.6 The development of new 
drugs and their availability has received considerable attention 
from the media, the public, professionals, and family caregivers as 
well as from persons with dementia.7 However, for over a decade, 
research has favored the nonpharmacological interventions for 
management of dementia as the first line of treatment as they have 
been scientifically addressed and evidence of their effectiveness 
has been systematized.8

no n p h A r m Aco lo g I c A l  mA n Ag e m e n t o f  
de m e n t I A 
In an ideal scenario, dementia should be diagnosed followed by 
postdiagnostic counseling to provide support with coming to 
terms with the diagnosis. The aim of rehabilitation in dementia is to 
improve functioning of the individual through a holistic approach 
that involves psychosocial, cognitive, physical, and sensory 
components.9 These strategies may be implemented in a variety 
of settings and treatment modalities. A range of psychosocial 

interventions that are flexible should be developed to match the 
needs of the patient and the caregiver.

Cognitive problems have been the traditional focus of interest 
in research and management for people with dementia.10 However, 
present research findings have revealed a number of commonly 
seen noncognitive symptoms (it is important to note that there is an 
ongoing debate regarding the basic terminology for “noncognitive” 
symptoms. The term currently favored in the psychiatric literature is 
“behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia,” but most of 
the psychology community still uses the label “challenging behavior.” 
Researchers have distinguished between behavioral excesses and 
behavioral deficits)11 that are problematic not only for the person 
but also for their caregivers; thus, they are relevant in relation to 
clinical management. The noncognitive symptoms include agitation, 
aggression, mood disorders and psychosis, sexual disinhibition, 
eating problems, and abnormal vocalizations.12 The International 
Psychogeriatric Association grouped these symptoms together 
under an umbrella term “behavioral and psychological symptoms 
of dementia,” abbreviated as BPSD.13 Behavioral and psychological 
symptoms of dementia are usually transient and often respond to 
simple changes in the environment or removal of aggravating factors. 
Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia involves 
pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions, though a 
sound clinical background must identify the root cause of BPSD.14

The concerning switch from pharmacological to non-
pharmacological management was born out of documented research, 
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which outlined the substantial adverse effects like sedation, falls, 
extrapyramidal signs, and possibility of reduction in quality of life 
and possible accelerating cognitive decline in the patients.15 Though 
there exists no direct comparison to evidence the comparative use 
of pharmacological and NPT methods, the latter has shown to be 
beneficial in managing behavioral and psychological symptoms related 
to dementia.16 It has been reported that psychosocial interventions 
work best to reduce agitation and to improve other behavioral 
disturbances in people with dementia when they are personalized to 
reflect the individual’s background and environmental circumstances.17

According to Cohen-Mansfield, most professionals have 
some training in medication prescription for BPSD but are not 
appropriately instructed about nonpharmacological interventions 
or receive information about their effectiveness. As a consequence, 
antipsychotics drugs are frequently prescribed before alternative 
nonpharmacological approaches are attempted, and patients 
are maintained in medication for long periods, which leads to 
increasing morbidity and mortality. Fewer side effects have been 
associated with NPTs, which render them as safer line of treatment.18

Nonpharmacological treatments entail a broad spectrum 
of approaches that involve to work with the patient and/or 
their caregivers, physical, and social environments—entailing 
psychological, psychosocial, interpersonal, behavioral, emotional, 
exercise, and environmental interventions.19 The NPTs can be broadly 
categorized as generalized (behavior nonspecific) or targeted 
(behavior-specific) treatments. These approaches either directly 
involve the patients and/or work through another agent—usually, 
the care provider or physical environment.20 These approaches 
conceptualize behavioral symptoms in three ways viz. the following:21

• As expressions of unmet needs (e.g., repetitive vocalizations for 
auditory stimulation).

• Inadvertently reinforced behavior in response to environmental 
triggers (e.g., patient learns screaming attracts increased 
attention).

• Consequences of a mismatch between the environment and 
patients’ abilities to process and act upon cues, expectations, 
and demands.

These approaches generally work to modify patient and/
or caregiver cognition styles, behavior patterns, environments, 
precipitating events, or instructing in compensatory strategy use—to 
reduce the risk/vulnerability of the patients and to their environment. 
It is widely accepted that the care environment (physical and social) 
and day-to-day interactions between caregivers and persons with 
dementia can have a considerable impact. This means that virtually 
all dementia care has the potential to be therapeutic.22

Nonpharmacological alternatives encompass psychotherapy, 
psychoeducation, and self-care. Within that, it includes a wide range 
of therapies such as behavior therapy, reality orientation, music 
therapy, validation, and the potential of interesting new alternative 
options such as cognitive therapy, aromatherapy, and multisensory 
therapies. It is crucial to know that no one therapy is used in isolation 
but there are several overlaps between the therapies, and thus, an 
eclectic approach is the best to use.23

goA l s o f  no n p h A r m Aco lo g I c A l 
tr e At m e n ts 
It is crucial to consider that though NPTs are not to cure dementia 
in an individual but to help create effective changes that aid the 
management of the syndrome progression by the following:24,25

• Through improving the person’s cognition in areas such as 
memory, concentration, language skills, or reasoning that 
usually come along with an effect on the person’s performance 
in real-life situations or an associated improvement in the 
person’s well-being, self-esteem, mood, and behavior.

• Through improving the person’s ability to function in real-
life, everyday situations, helping to maintain the person’s 
independence for as long as possible. These are seen in cases 
ranging from mild to severe forms of dementia.

• Through the reduction of distress and mood disturbances in the 
person with dementia, by reducing depression and anxiety or by 
increasing adjustment or coping in the early stages of dementia.

• Through enhancing the person’s quality of life with quality care 
and adequate psychosocial support.

• Through positive changes in the caregiver; these can include 
reduced depression, distress, or anxiety; reduced burden; 
increased coping skills; less distress regarding difficult behaviors; 
improved understanding and support from family and friends; 
and enhanced quality of life.

• Through changes in disturbing and distressing behaviors, such 
as aggression, inappropriate sexual behavior, or restlessness. 
Depending on the behavior and the factors contributing to it, 
the goal may be to reduce the frequency of the behavior, or 
its severity; where the behavior does not appear to be causing 
problems for the person with dementia, the goal may be to 
reduce the impact of the behavior on others, including family 
caregivers or care workers.

typ e s o f no n p h A r m Aco lo g I c A l tr e At m e n ts 
One way of categorizing the nonpharmacological methods of 
managing dementia can be categorizing them on the basis of nature 
of symptoms, which would appear like the following:26

• Cognitive/emotion-oriented interventions
• Reminiscence therapy
• Simulated presence therapy (SPT)
• Validation therapy

• Sensory stimulation interventions
• Acupuncture
• Aromatherapy
• Light therapy
• Massage/touch
• Music therapy
• Snoezelen multisensory stimulation
• Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS)

• Behavior management techniques (BMT)
• Other psychosocial interventions

• Animal-assisted therapy
• Exercise

ro l e o f  ps yc h ot h e r A p I e s I n  de m e n t I A  
mA n Ag e m e n t 
Behavioral Therapy
It requires a period of detailed assessment in which the triggers, 
behaviors, and reinforcers also known as the ABC: antecedents, 
behaviors, and consequences are identified and their relationships 
are made clear to the patient. The principles of conditioning 
and learning theory are aimed at suppressing or eliminating 
challenging behaviors. More recently, positive programming 
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methodologies have used nonaversive methods in helping to 
develop more functional behaviors. Overall, BMT include a wide 
variety of behavioral interventions such as functional analysis of 
specific behaviors, token economies, habit training, progressive 
muscle relaxation, communication training, behavioral or cognitive-
behavioral therapy, and various types of individualized behavioral 
reinforcement strategies.27,28

Reality Orientation Therapy
It is one of the most widely used management strategies for 
working with people having dementia. It aims to help people 
with memory loss and disorientation by reminding them of facts 
about themselves and their environment. People with memory loss 
are oriented to their environment using a range of materials and 
activities. This involves consistent use of orientation devices such 
as signposts, notices, and other memory aids. Though, the efficacy 
of the therapy is debatable.29,30

Validation Therapy
Some of the features associated with dementia such as repetition 
and retreating into the past were in fact active strategies on the part 
of the affected individual to avoid stress, boredom, and loneliness. 
Validation therapists therefore attempt to communicate with 
individuals with dementia by empathizing with the feelings and 
meanings hidden behind their confused speech and behavior. It is 
the emotional content of what is being said that is more important 
than the person’s orientation to the present.31,32

Reminiscence Therapy
This involves helping a person with dementia to relive past 
experiences, especially those that might be positive and personally 
significant, for example, family holidays and weddings. This therapy 
can be used with groups or with individuals. Group sessions tend to 
use activities such as art, music, and artifacts to provide stimulation. 
It is seen as a way of increasing levels of well-being and providing 
pleasure and cognitive stimulation.33,34

Alt e r n At I v e  me d I c I n e  th e r A p I e s f o r  
de m e n t I A 
Music Therapy
It may involve engagement in a musical activity (e.g., singing or 
playing an instrument), or merely listening to songs or music. 
More recently, it has been found that there is a significant 
reduction in agitation in people with dementia who were played 
an individualized program of music as opposed to traditional 
relaxation music. Individuals with dementia may retain the ability to 
sing old songs, and musical abilities appear to be preserved in some 
individuals despite aphasia and memory loss. Music interventions 
range from activities administered by a professional music therapist 
to the presentation of recorded music by caregivers to patients in 
an individual or group setting.35–37

Art-based Therapy
It is a recommended treatment for people with dementia as it 
has the potential to provide meaningful stimulation, improve 
social interaction, and improve levels of self-esteem. Activities 
such as drawing and painting are thought to provide individuals 
with the opportunity for self-expression and the chance to 
exercise some choice in terms of the colors and themes of their 
creations.38,39

Activity Therapy
This involves a diverse group of recreations such as dance, sport, 
and drama. It has been shown that physical exercise can have a 
number of health benefits for people with dementia. Dance therapy, 
with specific dance forms/moves, involves no prescriptive steps 
or motions but allows the participants to engage with each other 
in interactive movements. It is relevant to note that this may also 
fulfill a need for nonsexual physical contact which many people 
with dementia find soothing.40,41

Complementary Therapies
A number of different therapies like massage, reflexology, Reiki, 
therapeutic healing, herbal medicine, and aromatherapy are also 
employed. In terms of effectiveness, more careful consideration is 
needed. In general, most of the complementary therapies have not 
received a great deal of empirical investigation.42,43

Acupuncture
Acupuncture is an ancient Chinese treatment that has been 
used for over 3,000 years. Controlled investigations reveal that 
acupuncture outperforms drug therapy for the treatment of 
vascular dementia. Acupuncture was found both safe and effective; 
however, specific acupuncture protocols were found superior 
to conventional treatments. Multiple studies indicate that the 
microacupuncture system termed scalp acupuncture is particularly 
beneficial to vascular dementia patients. In vascular dementia, 
impaired blood flow deprives oxygen and nutrients to the brain; 
mental deterioration affects cognition, memory, language skills, 
emotions, and personality. The researchers cite Traditional Chinese 
Medicine (TCM) theory as the basis for their acupuncture protocol 
development.44,45

Aromatherapy
It is one of the fastest growing of all the complementary therapies. 
Aromatherapy consists of the use of fragrant oils from plants 
and has been used to promote sleep and reduce behavioral 
symptoms in individuals with dementia. It appears to have several 
advantages over the pharmacological treatments widely used for 
dementia. It has a positive image and its use aids interaction while 
providing a sensory experience. The two main essential oils used 
in aromatherapy for dementia are extracted from lavender and 
Melissa balm. There is an added advantage that there are several 
routes of administration such as inhalation, bathing, massage, and 
topical application in a cream.46

Bright-light Therapy
It has been increasingly used in an attempt to improve fluctuations 
in diurnal rhythms that may account for night-time disturbances and 
“sundown syndrome” (recurring confusion or agitation in the late 
afternoon or early evening) in people with dementia. Few controlled 
trials have been published with some evidence for improving 
restlessness and with particular benefit for sleep disturbances. Light 
stimulation also aims to improve the circadian disturbances in the 
sleep-wake cycles experienced by individuals with dementia.47

se n s o ry  st I m u l At I o n  th e r A p I e s f o r  
de m e n t I A 
Multisensory Approaches
This involves using a room designed to provide several types of 
sensory stimulation such as light, texture, smell, and sound. The 
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use of these resources is tailored to the individual and not all of 
the available forms of stimulation may be used in one session.48

Simulated Presence Therapy 
Simulated presence therapy involves video or audiotape recordings 
of family members that are played to the person with dementia. 
The content of the recordings may vary depending on the interests 
of the individual and may include conversations, stories, or shared 
memories. The intention is that the recorded voice of a family 
member is reassuring, and that anxiety and distress are reduced 
by making the environment of the person with dementia as 
familiar as possible. Overall, well-conducted studies are lacking, 
the evidence that SPT reduces behavioral symptoms of dementia 
is inconsistent, and SPT may have adverse effects in some patients. 
Simulated presence therapy is sometimes referred to as simulated 
family presence therapy because it originated from the observation 
that nursing home residents who received more visits from family 
members were less agitated and had greater life satisfaction.49,50

Snoezelen Multisensory Stimulation Therapy
Multisensory stimulation (MSS), otherwise known as Snoezelen 
therapy, combines the therapeutic use of light, tactile surfaces, 
music, and aroma. Multisensory stimulation is based on the premise 
that neuropsychiatric symptoms may result from periods of sensory 
deprivation.51

Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation is a noninvasive 
analgesic technique that is most often used for pain control and 
occasionally for neurological and psychiatric conditions, such as 
drug/alcohol dependency, headaches, and depression. Although 
some short-lived improvements in neuropsychological symptoms 
of dementia have been observed with TENS, definite conclusion on 
the possible benefits of this intervention cannot be made.52

phys I ot h e r A py A n d  ex e r c I s e f o r  de m e n t I A 
Physical Exercises
It has been shown that physical exercise can have a number of 
health benefits for people with dementia though research findings 
have not shown significant improvement in the symptoms of BPSD. 
Improvement for the caregivers as a result of physical exercises 
(walking, running, and dancing, etc.) has been demonstrated.53

Touch Therapy
It can include massage, craniosacral techniques, or therapeutic 
touch. It has been investigated through a three-blind fold study 
that the effect of touch therapy on BPSD has a significant effect 
in reducing behavioral symptoms when compared to the group 
without any touch intervention. Massage and touch therapies aim 
to reduce depression, anxiety, and other behavioral symptoms of 
dementia.54

Physiotherapy
Physiotherapy can help manage pain. Pain affects mental function, 
motivation, and affects how the person with dementia responds 
to any rehabilitation program. People living with dementia who 
have difficulty speaking will not be able to easily report pain. These 
people are at risk of receiving inadequate medication and treatment 
of pain. It is important that pain is addressed before and during 
therapy to allow for better rehabilitation.55

br I e f  ps yc h ot h e r A p I e s f o r  de m e n t I A 
Cognitive Behavior Therapy
Over the past 10 years, there has been an increasing need to apply 
CBT-based therapies in care for dementia. There have been reported 
positive findings from a clinical trial of CBT with people in the early 
stages of Alzheimer’s disease. Favorable results have been obtained 
with individual and group CBT.56

Interpersonal Therapy
It examines the individual’s distress within an interpersonal context. 
It uses a specific framework in which the individual’s distress is 
conceptualized through either of the domains: interpersonal 
disputes; interpersonal/personality difficulties; bereavement; and 
transitions/life events. Despite there being good empirical evidence 
of the success of this form of treatment with older people, the use 
of this therapy with patients of dementia is recent.57

Education
This entails paying closer attention to patients’ needs especially 
providing basic human needs like toileting, making basic personal 
care items reachable to the patients/residents, identifying any early 
sign of distress with quick/prompt intervention, identifying any 
communication deficits, and addressing it. Both caregivers and 
families must be psychoeducated about the patient’s problems 
and management.58

yo g A A n d  me d I tAt I o n 
In a way, both yoga and meditation are “brain exercises” that 
engage different parts of the brain based on the components of 
practice (breathing, movement, postures, chanting, visualization, 
and concentration) and can help the brain form new connections 
and recover from injuries or to stimulate neuroplasticity. Yoga 
may play a role in prevention and improve symptoms and quality 
of life for patients and their caregivers alike. Studies have also 
found that yoga and meditation may aid socializing and feel 
better. Yoga and meditation may also help prevent dementia 
to an extent.59,60

occ u pAt I o n A l  th e r A py 
Tailored activities programs (TAP) are one of occupational therapies 
that research has found to be effective that focuses on reducing 
undesirable behaviors associated with dementia. The principle 
of TAP is the selection of activities that are specifically tailored to 
the patient according to his/her abilities, interests, and roles. The 
program also helps caregivers to develop an increased sense of 
self-efficacy by offering trainings to simplify activities and help 
them adapt for future functional declines of the patient as well as 
to generalize the strategies to other contexts.61

co g n I t I v e  re h A b I l I tAt I o n f o r  de m e n t I A 
The impact of cognitive interventions on the BPSD is still not well-
known because most of studies have focused on improving global 
or specific cognitive functions. Considering the importance of the 
relationship between cognitive interventions and BPSD, research 
trials of cognitive programs have been evaluated to find a significant 
reduction of delusional symptoms with a large effect size; however, 
aberrant motor behavior increased significantly in the treatment 
condition when compared to the control group.62
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gr o u p  ps yc h ot h e r A py  Ap p r oAc h e s 
The goals of group therapy include creation of an emotional climate 
of acceptance and warmth among the group members, which helps 
patients to learn to accept themselves and their feelings. There 
is frequent intervention by the therapist to help facilitate social 
interaction for patients whose communication ability is impaired. 
Group therapy allows an opportunity for patients to experience the 
feelings of being part of a group, to ventilate feelings, opportunity 
for them to reminisce about past accomplishments and give 
new meaning to their lives, and to create a platform for patients 
to achieve a sense of self by expressing personal opinions in an 
environment of respect and acceptance.63,64

su p p o r t  gr o u p s f o r  cA r e g I v e r s o f  
pAt I e n ts w I t h  de m e n t I A 
The basis for using support groups as a psychosocial intervention 
is the assumption that when individuals who have experienced a 
similar traumatic event gather together to share their concerns, they 
can cope with the stress better than on their own. Limited data from 
two studies suggest that support groups may be of psychological 
benefit to people with dementia by reducing depression and 
improving quality of life and self-esteem.64 The role of support 
groups with respect to dementia has chiefly revolved around 
support groups for caregivers to relatives with dementia. Recently, 
the notion has been expanded to include individuals with dementia 
themselves. Goals include grief work, achieving balance between 
maintaining independence and facing dependence, responding 
to altered interpersonal interactions, and provision of information 
about the disease and community resources.65

fA m I ly  th e r A py A n d  co u p l e s  th e r A py f o r  
de m e n t I A 
Techniques that may be utilized in relationship counseling include 
focusing on one issue at a time, seeing the patient and their family 
separately and together, utilizing relationship as a resource, role 
playing, balanced focus on strengths and deficits, and collaborative 
stance. Role playing is a very useful technique to help the person 
with dementia and his or her family reduce negative statements 
and replace it with supportive statements that indicate kindness 
and compassion.3 Systematic research regarding couples and 
family therapy for people with dementia that could guide clinical 
approach is lacking.66,67

de m e n t I A  re h A b I l I tAt I o n 
Dementia can be conceptualized in terms of social disability 
as well as that highlights the way in which symptoms such as 
memory problems—and the secondary effects of these, such as 
loss of confidence or negative reactions from others—affect the 
possible way of engaging in activities and participating in society. 
Activity limitation and participation restriction can be tackled 
from two directions, community and personal perspective. From a 
community perspective, the focus is on reducing external barriers 
by expanding awareness, changing public attitudes, and creating 
accessible, dementia-friendly environments. From a personal 
perspective, the focus is on enabling people with dementia to 
participate in everyday life and in their families and communities, 
in a way that is meaningful to them. This entails rehabilitation.68

ho l I s t I c  te A m /lI A I s o n  Ap p r oAc h to  
de m e n t I A 
A liaison approach is ideal for the treatment of any illness, and 
so for dementia. The liaison approach to manage dementia 
involves the following professionals in team work for an ideal  
outcome:69

Psychiatrist
Pharmacotherapy manages the BPSD such as aggression, irritability, 
screaming and laughing without reason, inappropriate sexual 
behaviors, hypersexuality, and other psychological symptoms 
(depression, anxiety, and insomnia, etc.).

Psychotherapist
Nonpharmacological therapy or psychotherapeutic intervention 
in the form of diverse forms of therapy, best suited to the needs of 
the person with dementia is provided. Therapies may be symptom-
based, cognitive/behavioral or broad spectrum, traditional/brief 
and alternative. Psychoeducation of the condition to the family 
members and the patient themselves is an important element. 
Therapists suggest various lifestyle changes to the family members 
in order to accommodate for the condition of the person with 
dementia and offer appropriate support.

Occupational Therapist
Through their academic curricula, expertise in activity analysis, 
and work with older people in various settings, occupational 
therapists address dementia as a condition that affects occupational 
performance. Practitioners can educate family members, concerned 
others, and even those in the early stages of the disease about 
dementia and its functional implications. Occupational therapists 
evaluate persons with dementia to determine their strengths, 
impairments, and performance areas needing intervention. 
Although remediation of cognitive performance is not likely, the 
person may demonstrate improved function through compensation 
or adaptation. Occupational therapy practitioners also assist care 
providers to help them cope with this difficult, and yet often 
rewarding, role.

Medical/Primary Healthcare Professional
They manage the medical illnesses such as stroke, Parkinson’s 
disease, cerebrovascular diseases, anemia, and others that may be 
present as comorbid conditions. They also take care of the routine 
check-ups.

Nutritionist
They provide with nutritional supplements that can play an 
adjunctive role to medical treatment, but they play a bigger role 
and have a larger potential when used as a preventive tool rather 
than a curative one. Omega-3 fatty acids, vitamin E, vitamin B6 and 
B12, and C along with folic acid, and curcumin have been shown to 
play a preventive role in the development of dementia.70

Physiotherapist
They use movement of the body to help bring about physical, 
psychological, and social well-being. Physiotherapy plays an 
important role in promoting and maintaining mobility in people 
with dementia as well as improving their quality of life and reducing 
the burden of care.
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Family Members
Family members play a crucial role in managing dementia and 
helping in maintaining an appropriate psychosocial care for the 
patient.

ho m e -b A s e d  cA r e I n  de m e n t I A —tI p s f o r  
cA r e g I v e r s 
Home-based care is a cost-effective model that is comfortable to 
the patients as they are in familiar surroundings. It includes both 
pharmacotherapy and nonpharmacological management. The 
carers should be properly educated about the clinical features of 
disease as caring for a person with dementia has been identified 
as a chronic stressor that places caregivers at risk for physical and 
emotional problems.71

Care for patients with dementia involves management with 
the caregivers who are a part of the first line of care. Apart from 
the traditional nonpharmacological means of management and 
psychoeducation, there are several simple to-do practices that 
one can follow to make home living and diurnal routines easy for 
patients with dementia.72

Calendar
A calendar must be put in the room of the person so that he/she 
can be routinely reminded of the day and month. The calendar can 
be marked to identify a special occasion or festivity. Also, calendar 
with single dates that can be torn off is a practical means for the 
person to know the date each day.73

Tripod Stick and Walker
A tripod stick for apt balance and to reduce the chance of falling is 
a viable option for the person with dementia. It is well-known that 
“falls” are common, frequent, and can be health-risking in older 
ages, and preventing falls is one of the crucial aspects of care.74

Identity Card
Making the person wear an identity card with personal details 
such as the name, address, and contact details is a good way to 
ensure that if, by chance, the person loses their way to home, they 
can get help in crisis. If required, family members should also wear 
identity cards with their names so that the person with dementia 
can recognize the names and respective people.

Family Tree
Family members can make a family tree that can repeatedly remind 
the person of their family members in case their memory starts to 
decline. It can be placed in the person’s room or somewhere in the 
house which is most frequented by them.75

Less Furniture
It is best to ensure minimal furniture in the room of the person with 
dementia so that accidents can be avoided. People with dementia 
may not remember getting scratched or hurt by objects/furniture 
in the room. Less distance between bed and bathroom should be 
ensured for the comfort of the person of dementia which reduces 
chances of fall during night times. Also, help with toilet needs should 
be provided when required.

Exercise and Walk
People with dementia should be encouraged to walk or exercise 
for 30 minutes every day in order to prevent the raised risk of stroke 

and cardiac arrest (which increase with dementia as comorbid 
condition).

Cognitive Engagements
Cognitive engagements with people suffering from dementia 
can involve playing simple games like chess or board games with 
them. It can also involve cognitive exercises to rejuvenate the mind 
and work upon mental abilities that may have deteriorated, for 
example, attention. Restorative exercises like helping the person 
with dementia to relearn simple operations like using switches, 
changing channels on a television, or operating a microwave.76

Simplify Communication
While communicating with a person suffering from dementia, 
one must keep commands simple, one task at a time; allow extra 
time for a response to an asked question before repeating it; if the 
individual does not appear to understand, try rephrasing what is 
told to them; do not talk whilst the person is trying to perform a 
task; avoid multitasking and distractions; make sure communication 
problems are not due to problems with the persons sight or hearing 
and check that glasses and hearing aids are in good working order; 
use names and explain phrases where possible, such as your son, 
Abhay.77

Fix a Routine
Create a small daily routine for the person. Encourage them to do 
more tasks and motivate them for the same. Help them if they ask.

Assess the Home
The house should be assessed for any potential hazards that may 
likely hurt the person or make them trip/fall.

An I m A l -A s s I s t e d  th e r A py f o r  de m e n t I A 
Animal-assisted therapy is gaining popularity as part of therapy 
programs in residential-aged care facilities. Humans and pet 
dogs, birds, and cats respond to quiet interaction with a lowering 
of blood pressure and an increase in neurochemicals associated 
with relaxation and bonding. These effects may be of benefit in 
ameliorating BPSD. Several small studies suggest that the presence 
of a dog reduces aggression and agitation, as well as promoting 
social behavior in people with dementia. One study has shown that 
aquaria in dining rooms of dementia care units stimulate residents 
to eat more of their meals and to gain weight but is limited by the 
small number of facilities studied. There is preliminary evidence 
that robotic pets may provide pleasure and interest to people 
with dementia. It is important that the animal and the therapist 
are trained before using animal-assisted therapy for dementia.78–80

lI m I tAt I o n s o f  no n p h A r m Aco lo g I c A l  
Ap p r oAc h e s 
Each therapy has its advantages and disadvantages; however, 
the key lies in training the caregivers, professional, and family. In 
fact, it is a research-oriented suggestion that the most common 
interventions for BPSD are not necessarily specific therapies but 
working with carers or nursing home staff to change the attitudes 
and behavior of those in their care (at a home and fundamental 
care level). The field of dementia care is expanding. Training, 
management of behavioral and psychological symptoms, follow-up 
sessions, and implementation of treatment programs require 
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further intensive work in order to intensify the efficacy of the 
nonpharmacological interventions for dementia care.81

bu I l d I n g  re s I l I e n c e f o r  de m e n t I A —
pr e v e n t I o n f o r  el d e r s 
A few suggestions for the cognitive exercises which may be woven 
into one’s daily routine to build resilience for dementia are the 
following:82

• Brush your teeth with your right as well as your left hand.
• Change the day, date, month, and year in a manually operated 

calendar.
• Take whiff of a perfume and try to identify which perfume it is.
• Solve the newspaper crossword puzzle.
• Learn a new language by learning one word of that new 

language every week and using that word in a day-to-day 
communication.

• Play games which will enhance one’s cognition (cards, chess, 
and carrom).

• Innovate and play some new games.
• Learn singing or learn to play a musical instrument.
• Learn cooking, taste food items, and try to recognize the 

ingredients.
• Indulge in mental maths while doing any calculations; minimize 

the use of a calculator.
• Learn to do magic tricks.
• Learn to operate a new gadget like mobile phone, computer, 

microwave, and washing machine.
• Learn new applications or games.
• Learn beading, knitting, painting, craft, photography, or any 

new skill.
• View your photo album, and recall and share the events with 

family and friends.
• Travel and visit new places with the help of a map.
• Indulge in destressing exercises such as laughing, relaxing, yoga, 

meditation, reading, and listening to music, etc.
• Socialize.
• Sleep well at least for a period of 8–10 hours per day.
• Eat chocolates and pamper your taste buds along with eating 

a healthy diet.
• Allow sexual expression between couples in old age when 

possible.

co n c lu s I o n 
The field of dementia care is ever expanding and new therapies 
get added to those available in the management of dementia 
regularly. It is prudent that NPTs become an integral part of dementia 
management and rehabilitation programs. While this is important, 
one must always combine multiple approaches together as no one 
method fits the bill in the long-term management of dementia. 
There is also a need for a team approach in the management of 
patients with dementia with sound communication and planning 
between team members. Medical management must be aimed at 
synergizing with nonpharmacological management to enhance the 
long-term management and quality of life of patients with dementia.
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Moyamoya disease is a rare disorder where there is a stenosis of the internal carotid arteries and its proximal branches. The disorder has variable 
presentations with neurological, cognitive and depressive features. The disorder may also be seen secondary to peri-infectious and neurological 
sequel. We present herewith a case of a 14-year-old girl with tuberculous meningitis and ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunting having depressive 
features that was diagnosed on evaluation to have moyamoya disorder.
Keywords: Depression, Moyamoya, Tuberculosis, Tuberculous meningitis.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
Moyamoya is a cardiovascular disease that predisposes patients 
to a stroke in association with progressive stenosis of intracranial 
internal carotid arteries and their proximal branches.1 The 
pathophysiology is reduced blood flow due to reduced anterior 
circulation of the brain which leads to a compensatory development 
of collateral vasculature by small vessels near the apex of the 
carotid, on the cortical surface, leptomeninges, and branches of 
the external carotid artery supplying the dura and the base of 
the skull.2 The disorder was first described as “hypoplasia of the 
bilateral internal carotid arteries”, where there is an appearance of 
abnormally dilated collateral vessels on angiography that looks like 
“something hazy, like a puff of cigarette smoke”, which is in Japanese 
referred to “moyamoya”.3 The epidemiology of moyamoya reveals 
that the disorder is common in children who are approximately 
5 years of age and adults in their mid-40s and the disorder is twice 
as common in female patients as male patients.4,5 Sometimes the 
sole presentation of moyamoya may be headache and giddiness, 
where headache is the sole symptom in around 25% of cases.6 We 
present herewith a case that was referred for psychiatric evaluation 
and was diagnosed as moyamoya disease.

cA s e  de s c r I p t I o n 
A 14-year-old Gujarati speaking young girl residing in Mumbai, who 
was the 3rd of five siblings. She was born of a non consanguineous 
marriage and had dropped out of school. She had for the last 4 years, 
a history of tubercular meningitis twice, once at three years of age 
and at 11 years of age. Ventriculo-peritoneal (VP) shunting had to 
be done both times. The patient also had a history of an episode of 
seizure prior to the first VP shunting surgery followed by another 
seizure episode at 11 years of age following which, she was put on 
anti-epileptics. She was born of a full-term vaginal delivery and had 
an uneventful perinatal period. All her developmental milestones 
were attained as per age. She developed tuberculous meningitis at 
the age of 3 years. She was under treatment with antituberculous 
medication for 9 months at that time and then joined school at 
5 years of age. The parents noticed that she was unable to cope 
with her studies and fared poorly in academics. She had a history 
suggestive of being bullied in her class and there were no behavioral 
disturbances reported by the parents.

At the age of 12 years, she had to undergo VP shunting again. 
After this the FM have noticed a change in her behavior in the form 
of occasional anger outbursts, crying spells, easy irritability and 
episodes of restlessness where she would repeatedly try to run away 
from home, throw things impulsively and not recall the episode. 
The parents were unable to exactly discern the time of onset of 
these episodes of restlessness and impulsivity.

The child also reported giddiness and headache which was dull 
aching and holocranial. On probing she reported that she would 
feel sad for most part of the day and feel uninterested in life and 
living. She would also feel like ending her life because she suffered 
from tuberculosis and all the associated problems and felt that her 
parents were being burdened by her. She also needed assistance 
in her routine activities which upset her. There was no history 
suggestive of psychosis, mania or other psychiatric disorders. She 
had reduced sleep and appetite. She had not yet attained menarche.

There was no family history suggestive of psychiatric illness. On 
clinical evaluation, she was short at 134 cm, she had strabismus and a 
dragging gait. On central nervous system examination, she had normal 
muscle tone in all 4 limbs and her power was 4/5 in all limbs with 
reflexes and other part of the examination being within normal limits.

On mental status examination, she was conscious, cooperative 
and oriented in time, place and person. She maintained eye to eye 
contact well. Rapport was easily established and her attention 
was arousable and sustained. She conveyed her mood to be 
sad and affect was congruent to mood. Speech was normal and 
thought processes had depressive themes. No overt thought 
abnormality was noted. She conveyed active suicidal ideation. 
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She denied any hallucinations. Her concepts and judgements were 
intact and insight was assessed to grade III out of V. A neurology 
opinion was sought and they advised a fresh neuroimaging study 
in the form of magnetic resonance imaging. The imaging study 
suggested features of secondary moyamoya disease with a nodular 
conglomerate lesion.

She was started on escitalopram 10 mg for her depressive 
symptoms and the neurologist suggested that we start aspirin 
(75 mg), flunarizine (5 mg), methyl cobalamin and calcium. The 
patient claimed 80% improvement within 3 weeks of treatment. We 
had a clinical discussion about combining aspirin and escitalopram 
but keeping in mind the improvement the patient had shown 
decided to continue with the same under close clinical observation.

dI s c u s s I o n 
Moyamoya disease is rare diagnosis and may be missed clinically 
by primary care physicians. It is important that it be kept in mind 
as a differential diagnosis when treating complex neurological 
cases where it may be diagnosed as a secondary phenomenon.7 
In a study of 36 patients with the disorder, 11 reported cognitive 
impairment and 5 reported depression.8 Depression was reported 
in our case as well. Thus, sometimes cognitive impairment and 
depressive features may be the presenting symptoms in a case of 
moyamoya disease. Psychiatrists in clinical practice must keep this 
differential diagnosis in mind when handling cases of depression 
that may ensue following neurological insults as seen in our case. 

Consultation liaison exchanges between neurology and psychiatry 
as in our cases shall help ascertain the diagnosis and ensure quick 
treatment enabling faster recovery to the patient.
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Trihexyphenidyl-induced Hypersexuality: A Case Report
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Anticholinergics such as trihexyphenidyl are widely prescribed for the prophylaxis and treatment of antipsychotic-induced extrapyramidal 
symptoms. Although prescribed commonly with the typical antipsychotics, they may also be prescribed to counteract the extrapyramidal side 
effects of atypical antipsychotics rarely. These drugs may sometimes cause euphoria as a side effect. We report a case of a 29-year-old male 
suffering from schizophrenia who developed features of hypersexuality on starting trihexyphenidyl, which resolved on its discontinuation only 
to re-emerge on re-challenging the patient with the same drug.
Keywords: Anticholinergics, Hypersexuality, Trihexyphenidyl.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0040

In t r o d u c t I o n 
Anticholinergic drugs are used in the prophylaxis of extrapyramidal 
reactions caused by antipsychotic drugs.1 The inhibitory effects of 
dopaminergic neurons are normally balanced by the excitatory 
effects of cholinergic neurons. Blocking dopamine receptors 
by antipsychotics alters this balance, which causes a relative 
cholinergic excess resulting in extrapyramidal symptoms.2 Blocking 
of cholinergic activity by anticholinergic drugs restores a near 
normal balance and extrapyramidal symptoms are ameliorated.3 
On the contrary, anticholinergic drugs also act as a potent indirect 
dopamine agonist in the limbic system, which is involved in 
motivation, learning, memory, and reward.4 The euphoric and 
probable mood-elating effects of anticholinergics are explained 
by this mechanism.

Trihexyphenidyl binds with high affinity to the M1 muscarinic 
receptors and possibly with the dopamine receptors. The blockade 
of the muscarinic peripheral receptors results in reversible and 
minor side effects such as dryness of the mouth, drowsiness, 
constipation, and blurred vision; the blockade of the central 
nervous system receptors yields major psychiatric symptoms such 
as euphoria, visual, and auditory hallucinations.5 However, no 
known mechanism exists, which could explain hypersexuality as 
its side effect. We report herewith the case of a 29-year-old male 
patient with schizophrenia who developed hypersexuality with 
trihexyphenidyl.

cA s e  de s c r I p t I o n 
A year ago, a 29-year-old Hindu graduate, self-employed, married 
male had presented to our outpatient department with complaints 
of suspiciousness against his family members, muttering to self, 
and hearing of voices inaudible to others since 4 months prior to 
presentation. On clinical interview, the patient stated that his family 
members were plotting to kill him and get his wife remarried to his 
younger brother. On asking as to what made him believe this, he 
stated that he could hear voices of three males unknown to him 
warning him of the same. Although he could not see any of them, 
he believed them to be real and would talk to them in return. He 
further stated that the entire neighborhood was involved in the 
plot as they would talk about him among themselves. He gradually 
started remaining withdrawn from his family members, refused 

to eat food cooked by them, and began preparing his own meal 
instead. He stopped going to work and confined himself to his 
room following which he was brought for a psychiatric consultation.

There was no history suggestive of any other psychopathology 
or substance use. There was no history suggestive of any medical/
surgical comorbidity or family history of psychiatric illness. On 
examination of mental status, the patient was oriented to time, 
place, and person; was ill-kempt and unshaven; and had unclean 
nails. He had persecutory and referential delusions and also 
expressed death wishes as he was fed up of being monitored 
by his family members. He also had second person auditory 
hallucinations. A diagnosis of paranoid-type schizophrenia was 
made per International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision 
and the patient was started on olanzapine 5 mg at night and 
clonazepam 0.5 mg twice a day was added because of anxiety. The 
patient was followed up regularly every 15 days and the dose of 
olanzapine being titrated on subsequent follow-ups to 20 mg at 
night. Clonazepam was withdrawn in a span of 2 months.

The patient exhibited marked improvement in symptoms, 
starting with improved sleep, reduction in anxiety to disappearance 
of auditory hallucinations and fragmentation of his delusional 
beliefs. Three months later, the patient and his relatives perceived 
around 100% improvement and he had developed grade IV 
insight. The patient resumed his work and assured that he would 
come for follow-ups regularly alone. After a year on medication, 
the patient started having tremulousness of his hands with 
slurred speech following which an examination was done, which 
demonstrated postural tremors, rigidity, and slurring of speech, 
suggestive of olanzapine-induced extrapyramidal symptoms, and 
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trihexyphenidyl 2 mg twice a day was added. In the subsequent 
follow-up, there was improvement in his extrapyramidal symptoms, 
but he started complaining of an abrupt increase in his libido, 
having repeated urges to masturbate, watch pornography, force 
his wife to have intercourse daily often 2 to 3 times a day, which 
was not present before and this would make him anxious and 
distressed. On assessment, trihexyphenidyl was stopped and the 
dose of olanzapine reduced to 15 mg. Fifteen days later in the next 
follow-up, the patient reported complete resolution of hypersexual 
symptoms though tremors were noted. A decision to rechallenge 
the patient with trihexyphenidyl was taken after his consent; and 
in view of tremors, he was started with a dose of 2 mg at night. 
The patient, however, came back the next week with recurrence 
of hypersexual symptoms following which trihexyphenidyl was 
stopped. Olanzapine was reduced to 10 mg and the patient was 
shifted to aripiprazole 10 mg over 3 weeks. There was immediate 
resolution of hypersexual symptoms in the next follow-up and 
removal of olanzapine led to an amelioration of his extrapyramidal 
symptoms. The patient is currently maintained and following 
up well.

dI s c u s s I o n 
To the best of our knowledge, hypersexuality as a side effect of 
an anticholinergic drug has not been reported previously. An 
extensive literature search revealed no case reports in this domain. 
However, clinicians must be aware of this potential adverse reaction 
as trihexyphenidyl is a commonly used drug in clinical practice. 
There is also a clinical potential to consider whether combining 

antidepressants with this drug as used in polypharmacy may 
precipitate hypersexuality as a side effect. There have been case 
reports of antidepressant-induced hypersexuality but none with 
anticholinergics.6 Clinicians must be aware of this adverse effect, 
and it is worthwhile noting that the neurobiological mechanisms 
of this phenomenon need to be still elucidated.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Efficacy and Safety of Single Intravenous Ketamine 
Infusion as an Add-on to Escitalopram in Major Depression: 
A Randomized, Double-blind, Placebo-controlled Study
Shikha K Talati1, Manu Sharma2

Ab s t r Ac t 
Background: There is a paucity of studies exploring the role of ketamine as augmenting agent to conventional antidepressants.
Materials and methods: Sixty patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) were randomized to 4 weeks’ double-blind treatment with 
escitalopram 10 mg/day + single-dose intravenous (IV) ketamine (0.5 mg/kg over 40 minutes) or escitalopram 10 mg/day + placebo (0.9% IV 
saline). Depressive symptoms were measured using the Montgomery–Asberg depression rating scale (MADRS), adverse effects were measured 
with the brief psychiatric rating scale (BPRS), young mania rating scale (YMRS), and clinician administered dissociative states scale (CADSS). 
Patients were assessed at baseline, 4, 24, and 48 hours and 7 days and 28 days. Response (50% MADRS score reduction) was the primary outcome.
Results: The MADRS scores showed significant reduction in the group receiving ketamine as compared to group receiving placebo at 4,  
24, and 48 hours, 1 week, and 28 days (p < 0.001). By 4 weeks, compared to escitalopram + placebo-treated patients, more of escitalopram + 
ketamine-treated patients responded (80% vs 20%) and remitted (21.67% vs 0%). Rapid response was evident at 4 hours in ketamine group as 
compared to placebo (36.67% vs 0%). Both CADSS and YMRS scores were significantly higher (p < 0.001) in the ketamine group as compared 
to the placebo group at 4 hours but not at 24 and 48 hours and 7 and 28 days.
Conclusion: Single-dose IV ketamine as an add-on to 10 mg/day escitalopram is efficacious, resulting in more rapid and robust response over 
4 weeks. Dissociative and mania-like symptoms emerging post-infusion are mild and transient, not warranting treatment discontinuation. 
Further research into the role of ketamine augmentation in MDD is required for its clinical applicability.
Keywords: Depression, Ketamine, Randomized controlled trial.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0041

In t r o d u c t I o n 
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a common psychiatric disorder 
affecting people of all ages, genders, and different socioeconomic 
groups in India and all over the world. In 2015, MDD is ranked by the 
World Health Organization (WHO) as the single largest contributor 
to global disability, accounting for 7.5% of all years lived with 
disability.1

Although effective pharmacological and psychosocial 
interventions exist, it may take weeks or months before clinically 
relevant efficacy is apparent.2 This further increases suicide risk 
and illness burden, particularly during the initial days after starting 
antidepressants.2 With the possible exception that drugs with dual 
serotonin and norepinephrine mechanisms may be marginally more 
effective than the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, currently 
available drugs for treating depression have marginal differences 
in efficacy.3 Research over the last decade has focused on the role 
of glutaminergic system in the pathophysiology of MDD and to 
expedite antidepressant action.4,5

Data from published placebo-controlled, double-blind, 
randomized clinical studies on IV ketamine infusion in the treatment 
of depression present “compelling evidence that the antidepressant 
effects of ketamine infusion are both rapid and robust, albeit 
transient.”6 Ketamine in subanesthetic doses is safe in healthy 
individuals and has rapid-onset efficacy in patients with severe 
and even treatment-refractory depression.7 The intermittent use 
of low, subanesthetic doses of ketamine has not been reported to 
be associated with cystitis and other medical concerns.7

Most trials examining the role of ketamine in the treatment of MDD 
are crossover studies, limited by small sample sizes, methodological 
variations, and have targeted treatment-resistant depression, thereby 
limiting the generalization of the findings. The effects of add-on 
ketamine on the currently available antidepressants have not been 
examined, and it is unknown whether concurrent initiation or oral 
antidepressant treatment with a single IV dose of ketamine could 
expedite antidepressant efficacy and reduce the lag of the first few 
weeks until clinically relevant antidepressant effects are seen with 
oral antidepressants. Hu et al. carried out a 4-week double-blind 
randomized placebo-controlled trial of single IV dose of ketamine 
as augmentation to escitalopram in MDD patients and found that 
ketamine augmentation significantly reduced time to response and 
remission as compared to placebo.8 Additional research is required 
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to elucidate the role of ketamine as an adjunct to existing treatments. 
In some studies, patient were off medication;5,9 ongoing medications 
were continued unchanged in others.10,11 In this context, consideration 
to continue necessary antidepressant and other medications during a 
ketamine trial has been suggested, especially because maintenance of 
antidepressant treatment will be required, should the patient respond 
or remit.12 Therefore, the present study is designed to determine the 
efficacy, safety, and tolerability of a single IV ketamine infusion as an 
add-on to escitalopram in patients with MDD; and its methodology 
is a replication of Hu et al., with few variations.

The primary hypotheses for the present study are the following: 
(1) rapid response (same or next day) can be achieved in patients with 
major (unipolar) depression; (2) rapid response (same or next day) 
can be sustained in patients with unipolar depression; (3) compared 
to placebo (0.9% IV saline), ketamine augmentation of escitalopram 
would be associated with significantly shorter time to antidepressant 
response and remission, faster and clinically significant improvements in 
depressive symptoms and suicidal thoughts, and acceptable tolerability.

The present study aims to determine the antidepressant effects 
and safety of low-dose single IV ketamine infusion (0.5 mg/kg over 
40 minutes) combined with escitalopram initiation in MDD.

MAt e r I A l s A n d  Me t h o d s 
Study Type
Interventional.

Study Design

• Allocation: randomized
• Intervention: parallel
• Blinding: double (investigator, participant)

Enrollment of participants was commenced after approval 
from the Institute Research Review Committee and Institute Ethics 
Committee. Application for registration was made with clinical 
trials registry, India.

Ge n e r A l  el I G I b I l I t y 
Inclusion Criteria

• Patient seeking treatment at the Department of Psychiatry, 
Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital (GMCH), Udaipur.

• Male or female patients, 18–65 years of age.
• Each subject must have a level of understanding sufficient 

to agree to all required tests and examinations and sign an 
informed consent document.

• Subjects must fulfill diagnostic and statistical manual of mental 
disorders-IVth edition- text revision (DSM-IV-TR)13 criteria for 
nonpsychotic MDD established by treating psychiatrists and 
confirmed by a structured clinical interview Mini International 
Neuropsychiatric Interview Plus.14

• Current depressive episode of at least 4 weeks duration.
• Subjects must have an initial score of ≥21 on the Hamilton 

depression rating scale at screen and at baseline.
• In women of childbearing age, a negative pregnancy test within 

24 hours.

Exclusion Criteria

• History of drug/alcohol use disorder in the past 6 months (other 
than nicotine and/or caffeine).

• History of psychiatric disorder other than MDD which are judged 
to be the primary presenting problem.

• History of inefficacy, hypersensitivity, and/or intolerance to 
escitalopram and/or ketamine.

• History of suicide attempt in the current episode.
• Pregnant or breastfeeding women.
• Major/serious, unstable illnesses including hepatic, renal, 

gastroenterological, respiratory, cardiovascular (including 
ischemic heart disease), endocrinological, oncologic, neurologic, 
immunologic, or hematologic disease.

• Subjects with terminal illness and/or admitted in intensive care unit.
• Subjects with one or more seizures without a clear and resolved 

etiology.
• Treatment with a reversible monoamine oxidase inhibitor (MAOI) 

within 4 weeks prior to study.
• Subjects on psychotropic medications in the preceding 2 weeks.
• Subjects on corticosteroids and anticancer therapy in the 

preceding 4 weeks.
• Subjects with abnormal complete blood counts, erythrocyte 

sedimentation rate, serum creatinine, blood urea, random blood 
sugar, liver and thyroid function tests, electrocardiogram (ECG), 
and chest radiograph (posteroanterior view).

• Subjects receiving structured psychotherapy.
• Current employee/staff of Geetanjali University or their 

immediate family member.
• Subjects with a history of presence of metallic (ferromagnetic) 

implants (e.g., heart pacemaker, aneurysm clip, joint prosthesis).

Setting and Location where the Data was Collected
Outpatient and inpatient units of the Department of Psychiatry, 
Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital (GMCH), Udaipur, Rajasthan.

Intervention
Subjects who satisfied the above eligibility criteria were randomized 
in blocks of 30 each to 4 weeks of fixed-dose escitalopram 10 
mg/day (5 mg for first three days) plus a single saline solution 
infusion (placebo) or fixed dose escitalopram 10 mg/day plus a 
single subanesthetic dose of IV ketamine hydrochloride (total 
dose of 0.5 mg/kg) administered over 40 minutes. The solutions 
were provided in identical 50-mL syringes. Ketamine forms a clear 
solution when dissolved in 0.9% saline. Infusions were administered 
by an anesthesiologist in the Department of Anesthesiology 
over 40 minutes via an infusion pump. The anesthesiologist and 
outcome assessor were blind to the group membership of patients. 
Concurrently, both groups were initiated on 10 mg/day fixed-dose 
escitalopram, a dose within the therapeutic range recommended 
by the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE, UK). Besides 
escitalopram, benzodiazepines were avoided and only zolpidem 
was used sparingly as needed for insomnia. Other medications not 
affecting the central nervous system were allowed.

Primary Outcome Measures

• Comparison of response rates, defined as a ≥50% reduction 
from the baseline Montgomery–Asberg depression rating scale 
(MADRS) and remission rates, defined as MADRS total score ≤1015 
between two study groups.

• Comparison of change in symptom severity assessed using 
MADRS periodically between ketamine + escitalopram and 
placebo + escitalopram groups till 4 weeks.
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Secondary Outcome Measures

• Psychotic and manic side effects were measured by the 4 items 
(suspiciousness, unusual thought content, hallucinations, and 
conceptual disorganization) of the brief psychiatric rating scale 
(BPRS),16 and the 11-item young mania rating scale (YMRS),17 
respectively.

• Dissociative symptoms were measured by clinician administered 
dissociative states scale (CADSS).18

Assessment Schedule
Patients underwent assessment with the MADRS, BPRS, YMRS, and 
CADSS at baseline, and 4, 24, and 48 hours, 7 and 28 days after the 
end of ketamine or placebo infusion.

Digital pulse oximetry, heart and respiratory rate, blood 
pressure, and ECG were recorded every 5 minutes for 1 hour 
beginning 5 minutes prior to the infusion. Two raters with >5 
years of clinical experience and blind to the study protocol and 
treatment assignment independently assessed the patients 
using the above measurements. Prior to the study, the two raters 
conducted a reliability exercise of the use of the MADRS, BPRS, 
YMRS, and CADSS. Patients were excluded from the study if they 
developed a manic or hypomanic episode, attempted suicide, 

had severe medical condition or suffered from newly emerging 
side effects that they reported to be intolerable. Those excluded 
from the study received antidepressant treatment as part of 
their ongoing clinical care.

Data Analysis
Data were collected using predesigned proforma. Statistical 
analyses were done using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 
for Windows, version 16 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ill, USA). Continuous 
covariates were expressed as mean with standard deviation. All 
statistical analyses were done at 95% confidence interval, and p < 
0.05 was considered statistically significant.

re s u lts 
Sixty patients were randomized to a ketamine group in which 
patients received escitalopram 10 mg/day + IV ketamine (n = 30)  
and a placebo group in which patients received escitalopram  
10 mg/day + 50 mL saline solution (n = 30).

Sociodemographic Variables
Two groups did not differ significantly in sociodemographic 
characteristics (Table 1).

Table 1: Sociodemographic variables of the case and control groups

Variable Case Control X2 p value
Age (years) 18–24 5 (16.7%) 2 (6.7%) 3.57 0.312

25–34 12 (40.0%) 14 (46.6%)
35–44 10 (33.3%) 7 (23.3%)
45–60 3 (10%) 7 (23.3%)

Sex Male 17 (56.7%) 13 (43.3%) 1.06 0.302
Female 13 (43.3%) 17 (56.7%)

Education Illiterate 7 (23.3%) 8 (26.7%) 5.40 0.493
Primary 9 (30.0%) 5 (16.7%)
Middle school 8 (26.7%) 5 (16.7%)
High school 2 (6.7%) 2 (6.7%)
Pre-degree/diploma 1 (3.3%) 3 (10.0%)
Degree/graduate 3 (10.0%) 5 (16.7%)
Postgraduate 0 (0.0%) 2 (6.7%)

Marital status Married 18 (60%) 16 (53.3%) 0.27 0.871
Single 7 (23.3%) 8 (26.7%)
Divorced/widowed 5 (16.7%) 6 (20.0%)

Average monthly income <10 K 6 (20.0%) 9 (30.0%) 8.16 0.14
10–20 K 4 (13.3%) 5 (16.7%)
20–30 K 7 (23.3%) 3 (10.0%)
30–40 K 8 (26.7%) 2 (6.7%)
40–50 K 4 (13.3%) 9 (30.0%)
>50 K 1 (3.3%) 2 (6.7%)

Occupation Unskilled 8 (26.7%) 5 (16.7%) 13.23 0.040
Skilled 6 (20.0%) 7 (23.3%)
Govt. 3 (10.0%) 0 (0.0%)
Private 3 (10.0%) 10 (33.3%)
Self 8 (26.7%) 5 (16.7%)
Business 0 (0.0%) 3 (10.0%)
Professional 2 (6.7%) 0 (0.0%)

Religion Hindu 28 (93.3%) 27 (90.0%) 0.21 0.640
Muslim 2 (6.7%) 3 (10.0%)
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Clinical Profile
In group receiving ketamine, 8 patients (26.67%) were treatment 
refractory and 11 (36.67%) patients had recurrent depressive 
disorder. Of the 11 patients, 5 had had more than three episodes. 
Three patients had history of suicidal attempt though not in current 
episode.

In the group receiving placebo, 5 patients were treatment 
refractory (16.67%) and 12 (40%) patients had recurrent depressive 
disorder. Of the 11 patients, 5 had more than three episodes. Two 
patients had history of suicidal attempt in the past.

Symptom Ratings and Treatment Response
Baseline MADRS scores for cases and controls showed no significant 
difference (p = 0.280). The MADRS scores dropped significantly in 
the group receiving ketamine as compared to the group receiving 
placebo at 4, 24, and 48 hours and 1 week and 28 days (p < 0.001).

Among the patients in the ketamine group, 36.67% showed 
50% reduction in MADRS scores at 4 hours compared to none 
in the placebo group. At 28 days, 80% patients in the ketamine 
group showed 50% reduction in MADRS scores as compared to 
20% in the placebo group. At end of 28 days, 23.33% from the 
ketamine group had MADRS score <10 as compared to none from 
the placebo group.

The baseline BPRS scores for cases and controls showed 
no significant difference (p = 0.280). The BPRS scores dropped 
significantly in the ketamine group as compared to the placebo 
group at 4, 24, and 48 hours and 1 week and 28 days (p < 0.001).

Adverse Events and Study Discontinuation
Dissociative symptom score assessed using CADSS at baseline 
showed no significant difference between the two groups. The 
score was significantly higher in the ketamine group as compared 
to the placebo group at 4 hours (maximum score—12, p < 0.001) 
after which a reversal was observed with scores being significantly 
higher at 48 hours and 7 days interval in the placebo group as 
compared to the ketamine group (p <0.001). The YMRS scores 
increased significantly with the ketamine group but only at the  
4 hours interval. Patients in the ketamine group experienced mild 
side effects which were not observed after 4 hours of the infusion; 
and these included nausea (n = 4), dizziness (n = 10), and headache 
(n = 5). In the placebo group, the only side effects observed within 
4 hours of the infusion were dizziness (n = 3). None of the patients 
in either group dropped out of the study within the 4-week time 
period (Table 2).

dI s c u s s I o n 
The acute antidepressant efficacy of ketamine has been proven 
by the number of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) mainly in 
patients with treatment-resistant depression. But there have been 
only a few studies on the use of ketamine in routine clinical settings 
where patients are likely to be on other medications especially 
antidepressants. To the best of our knowledge, so far there has been 
one published RCT by Hu et al.8 to test the efficacy of ketamine 
as an augmentation agent to oral antidepressant medication. 

Table 2: Assessment of Montgomery–Asberg depression rating scale (MADRS), brief psychiatric rating scale (BPRS), young mania rating scale 
(YMRS), and CADSS scores of two groups

Time point Variable

        Escitalopram + IV ketamine          Escitalopram + placebo

t p valuen Mean SD n Mean SD
Baseline MADRS total 30 40.73 10.498 30 38.40 5.210 1.091 0.280

YMRS total 30 1.60 0.894 30 1.87 0.900 −1.151 0.254
BPRS 30 31.80 6.895 30 34.03 4.635 −1.472 0.146
CADSS total 30 2.80 2.219 30 2.07 1.660 4.272 0.153

4 hours MADRS total 30 21.87 8.435 30 37.33 4.678 −8.783 <0.001
YMRS total 30 3.07 1.639 30 1.53 0.819 4.584 <0.001
BPRS 30 26.30 5.736 30 34.70 3.239 −6.984 <0.001
CADSS total 30 4.27 3.493 30 1.37 1.273 −0.501 <0.001

24 hours MADRS total 30 21.47 8.050 30 37.07 4.690 −9.171 <0.001
YMRS total 30 1.10 0.885 30 0.87 0.860 1.036 0.305
BPRS 30 25.28 5.182 30 32.07 4.068 −5.610 <0.001
CADSS total 30 0.87 1.196 30 1.03 1.377 −3.273 0.619

48 hours MADRS total 30 21.40 7.740 30 35.53 4.569 −8.613 <0.001
YMRS total 30 0.03 0.183 30 0.67 0.922 −3.690 0.080
BPRS 30 24.37 4.664 30 31.63 3.926 −6.528 <0.001
CADSS total 30 0.10 0.305 30 0.73 1.015 −3.266 0.002

1 week MADRS total 30 18.80 6.488 30 29.40 4.760 −7.215 <0.001
YMRS total 30 0.00 0.000 30 0.30 0.702 −2.340 0.063
BPRS 30 21.47 4.175 30 25.97 3.605 −4.468 <0.001
CADSS total 30 0.00 0.000 30 0.37 0.615 −1.000 0.002

1 month MADRS total 30 16.27 6.982 30 23.33 4.619 −4.623 <0.001
YMRS total 30 0.00 0.000 30 0.00 0.000 1.450 NA
BPRS 30 19.80 2.441 30 22.33 2.845 −3.702 <0.001
CADSS total 30 0.00 0.000 30 0.03 0.183 −1.000 0.321
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The present investigation is a methodological replication of the RCT 
by Hu et al.8 with certain differences. In our study, the sample size 
was doubled. Hu et al. had 55.6% patients with treatment-resistant 
depression in their study, making it difficult to generalize their 
results.12 In our study, 20% of the patients were diagnosed with 
treatment-resistant depression.

Our study aimed to test whether single-dose IV ketamine when 
given with conventional oral antidepressant can speed up and 
augment the response of the latter. Our study differed from Hu et al. 
in some ways. In present investigation, IV ketamine augmentation 
of escitalopram showed greater response and remission as 
compared to placebo. Patients treated with ketamine augmentation 
demonstrated rapid symptom reduction as evidenced by decline 
in MADRS scores within 4 hours of infusion and this benefit was 
sustained till 4 weeks. Majority of the patients achieved response 
and approximately one fourth of patients achieved remission with 
ketamine augmentation at 28 days. Patients receiving ketamine 
did experience dissociative symptoms and mania-like symptoms 
initially, but it was transient and did not last beyond 24 hours. This 
finding is consistent with the observations by Zarate et al.9 and 
Murrough et al.19 but contrary to the finding of Hu et al. No clinically 
significant adverse effects or tolerability issues were observed in 
both the study groups warranting treatment discontinuation.

Standard antidepressants have proven efficacy in treating 
depression but the lag between initiation of drug and clinical 
response remains a glaring limitation. Ketamine has rapid albeit 
transient antidepressant effect that wears off by 10 to 12 days.20 
At present, there is no satisfactory strategy to prolong its efficacy 
except for repeated infusions.21 However, repeated infusions 
may run the risk of neurotoxicity as well potential drug abuse.22 
The findings of the present investigation show that combining 
ketamine with escitalopram can give quicker initial response and 
also potentiate the response to escitalopram over 1 month while 
avoiding the potential pitfalls of repeated ketamine infusions. 
Therefore, ketamine augmentation is a potentially beneficial 
strategy to alleviate initial symptom distress and hasten the 
recovery in patients with depression.

Despite the novelty of the present RCT, the authors acknowledge 
certain limitations. It would be desirable to include a third 
comparison group of patients treated with ketamine alone. However, 
ethical concerns preclude this endeavor. Time to response analysis 
using Kaplan–Meier statistic would provide a more comprehensive 
understanding of the time-based clinical effects of ketamine. Further 
multicentric studies including groups of antidepressants may 
provide insight into the clinical efficacy of ketamine in conjunction 
with antidepressants other than escitalopram.

co n c lu s I o n 
Single-dose IV ketamine augmentation of 10 mg/day escitalopram 
was efficacious, resulting in more rapid and robust response over 
4 weeks. It was safe and tolerable, with dissociative and mania-
like symptoms emerging post-infusion being mild and transient 
which do not warrant treatment discontinuation. Further research 
into the role of ketamine augmentation in MDD is required for its 
clinical applicability.
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Background: Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD) is defined as “symptoms of disturbed perception, thought content, mood or 
behavior that frequently occur in patients with dementia.” Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia is associated with significant caregiver 
burden, early institutionalization, and rapid cognitive decline. The worldwide prevalence of dementia is 5–7%; whereas in India, it is reported to be 0.8–4%. 
Alzheimer’s dementia amounts to 60% of the total prevalence of dementia. We aim to study the neuroimaging correlates of BPSD in Alzheimer’s dementia.
Objective: To study the correlation between BPSD with white matter changes on neuroimaging in Alzheimer’s dementia.
Materials and methods: It is a cross-sectional study with a sample size of 30 patients. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) changes were seen 
using volumetric analysis and white matter hyperintensity change using Fazekas scale, global cortical atrophy (GCA) score, medial temporal 
atrophy (MTA) score, and KOEDAM scale.
Results: It was found that clinical dementia rating (CDR) scale has positive correlation with Fazekas, GCA, and KOEDAM. Addenbrooke’s cognitive 
examination (ACE-3) has correlation with GCA. On neuropsychiatric inventory (NPI) questionnaire, depression followed by nighttime behavior 
were the most common BPSD symptoms. Sociodemographic factors such as age >65 years, middle socioeconomic status (SES) population, 
and urban population have higher mean neuropsychiatric inventory-frequency and severity (NPI-F*S) scores.
Conclusion: Our study here in concordance with other studies worldwide gives a clue about the role of neuroimaging biomarkers in understanding 
BPSD in terms of its neuroimaging correlates and builds the scope of future studies in this domain. The study sheds light on the common 
presentation of BPSD, which adds to our knowledge in clinical assessment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients. Finally, it also adds to our 
understanding of the role of sociodemographic factors in predicting the at risk population.
Keywords: Alzheimer’s dementia, Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia, Neuroimaging.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0042

In t r o d u c t I o n 
According to the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth 
Revision (ICD-10), dementia is a syndrome caused by the disease 
of the brain. It is usually of a chronic or progressive nature, with 
disturbance in multiple higher cortical functions, including memory, 
thinking, orientation, comprehension, calculation, learning capacity, 
language, and judgment. The worldwide prevalence of dementia 
is 5–7% which contributes to 4.1% of all disabilities adjusted life 
years.1 But in India it has been reported to vary from 0.8 to 4%. Of 
this, AD accounts for 60%, whereas vascular dementia accounts for 
∼30% of the prevalence.2 It is estimated that the number of people 
living with dementia will almost double every 20 years, i.e., to 42.3 
million in 2020 and 81.1 million in 2040. According to the International 
Psychogeriatric Association, behavioral and psychological symptoms 
of dementia (BPSD) is defined as “symptoms of disturbed perception, 
thought content, mood or behavior that frequently occur in patients 
with dementia”. The pathogenesis of BPSD has not been clearly 
delineated, but it is probably the result of a complex interplay of 
psychological, social, and biological factors. There is still debt in our 
understanding of BPSD and its possible neuroimaging biomarkers; 
therefore, we have conducted a study to further understand BPSD 
with the help of neuroimaging correlates.

AI m 
Primary Objective
To study the correlation between BPSD with white matter changes 
on neuroimaging in Alzheimer’s dementia.

Secondary Objective
To study the sociodemographic factors and BPSD in Alzheimer’s 
dementia.

mAt e r I A l s A n d  me t h o d s 
This is a cross-sectional study conducted in the outpatient facility 
of tertiary care private hospital at Hyderabad, India. Thirty subjects 
who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were enrolled for the study. 
Informed consent was obtained from each participant, and if some 
participant lacked capacity for consent, consent was obtained from 
the nominated representative/first-degree relative of the patient.

Inclusion Criteria

• Age of ≥50 years.
• According to ICD-10 diagnosed cases of AD with BPSD.
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• They will be right-handed as assessed by the modified Edinburgh 
handedness inventory.3

All subjects underwent routine investigations, neurocognitive 
assessment, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain dementia 
protocol and the required study parameters were obtained. The data 
were collected after approval from the ethics review committee board. 
The participants were compared on sociodemographic characteristics, 
performance on various neuropsychological tests, and neuroimaging 
scores. Statistically analysis was performed using the Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences software version 16.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, New 
York, USA). The data were analyzed using nonparametric correlation 
analysis. The data were screened for outliers. The correlation coefficient 
ranged from −1 to 1 and was tested for significance. If the p value is less 
than 0.05, correlation was considered as significant and two variables 
were said to be linearly correlated.
Tools used in the study:

• Sociodemographic data and clinical data sheet.
• Magnetic resonance imaging brain changes using volumetric 

analysis and white matter hyperintensity change using the 
Fazekas scale, global cortical atrophy (GCA) score, medial 
temporal atrophy (MTA) score, and KOEDAM scale.

• Psychiatric illnesses ruled out using MINI.
• The neuropsychiatric inventory (NPI) questionnaire4 was used 

to measure BPSD.
• Severity of dementia was understood using the clinical dementia 

rating (CDR) scale.
• Addenbrooke’s cognitive examination.
• Disability assessment for dementia.

re s u lts 
We found that among the total number of patients (n = 30), 18 
patients were male with a mean NPI of 21.5 and 122 were female 
with an average NPI of 21 (Table 1).

Thirteen patients were less than 65 years of age and the rest 
(17) were more than 65 years of age (Table 2).

In all, 7 patients belonged to the upper class, 22 to middle 
class, and 1 to lower class, according to Kuppuswamy and Prasad 
socioeconomic scale (Table 3). Twenty-three patients were residents 
of urban areas and the rest living in rural areas (Table 4).

As shown in Table 5, only GCA score showed significant p value 
when compared with ACE-3. However, when compared with CDR 
scale, Fazekas, GCA, and KOEDAM score of posterior atrophy, all had 
significant p values, with the exception of the MTA score.

The percentage of various symptoms on NPI is mentioned in 
Table 6, with the highest number of patients having depression and 
only one patient showing elation. Hallucination was seen in 26% 
patients and only two patients showed disinhibition. The second 
most common symptom exhibited by the patients was irritability, 
with 20 patients showing the symptom.

The MRI of a 55-year male (Fig. 1) showed progressive cerebral 
atrophy over a period of 3–4 years. Patient had presented with 
BPSD which initially presented as depressive features progressing 
to apathy and unawareness during the course of follow-up of 
Alzheimer’s dementia.

dI s c u s s I o n 
Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia are commonly 
seen in neurocognitive illness. It is the most studied and found 

to be widely associated with Alzheimer’s dementia,4 and its 
etiopathogenesis is still poorly understood. Various studies have 
been conducted to study the commonly occurring symptoms 
of BPSD, their prevalence, and severity at different stages of 
dementia.1,2 However, not many studies have been conducted to 
assess the specific volumetric changes in brain and its association 
with frequency, severity, and pattern of BPSD.

Table 1: Sex ratio with mean neuropsychiatric inventory

Gender Number of subjects NPI-F*S (mean)
Male 18 21.5
Female 12 21
Total 30 21.2

Table 2: Age ratio with mean neuropsychiatric inventory

Age (in years) Number of subjects NPI-F*S (mean)
<65 13 17.92
>65 17 23.7

Table 3: Socioeconomic correlation

Socioeconomic status Number of subjects NPI-F*S (mean)
Upper 7 13.14
Middle 22 24.46
Lower 1 1

Table 4: Residential demographics

Residence Number of subjects NPI-F*S (mean)
Urban 23 23.21
Rural 7 14.57

Table 5: Bivariate correlation between neurocognitive tests and 
neuroimaging scores

Neurocognitive tests

Neuroimaging scores

p values

Fazekas GCA MTA KOEDAM
ACE-3 0.247 0.002 0.705 0.066
CDR 0.042 0.025 0.994 0.022
DAD 0.067 0.015 0.348 0.001
NPI-F*S 0.622 0.907 0.987 0.417
NPI-D 0.383 0.016 0.499 0.074

p value < 0.05 is significant

Table 6: Neuropsychiatric inventory parameters

NPI parameters Percentage
Delusion 30
Hallucination 26
Agitation/aggression 40
Depression/dysphoria 73
Anxiety 56
Elation/euphoria 3
Apathy/indifference 53
Disinhibition 6
Irritability/liability 60
Motor disturbances 33
Nighttime behavior 66
Appetite/eating 36
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In a study by Holthoff et al.,5 based on MRI and fluorode-
oxyglucose-positron emission tomography scan (FDG-PET), it was 
found that patients with apathy exhibited lower glucose metabolism 
in the left orbitofrontal cortex in comparison with other patients with 
no such symptoms [total study participants n = 53; apathy (n = 17), not 
apathy (n = 17), depressed (n = 10), not depressed (n = 10)]. Depressed 
group showed hypometabolism in the left prefrontal cortex and 
superior frontal cortex, when compared with subjects not depressed.

In another study, Bruen et al.6 studied subjects (n = 31) with 
Alzheimer’s dementia, on MRI 1.5 T. Apathetic Alzheimer's disease 
(DA) subjects presented gray matter (GM) atrophy in the right 
inferior frontal gyrus, orbitofrontal cortex, bilateral dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, putamen, and head of the left caudate nucleus.

Serra et al.,7 [total study participants n = 69; AD (n = 27) mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI) (n = 19) controls (n = 23)] in a group of 
patients with MCI and control subjects with AD, found decreased 
GM volume in the bilateral cingulate, which correlated with the 
severity of disinhibition and delusions in AD on 3 T MRI voxel based 
morphometry (VBM). Similarly, Berlow et al.’s8 study of AD patients  
(n = 37), the MRI findings showed that low volumes of white matter 
hyperintensity (WMH) were associated with disinhibition and high 
WMH volumes associated with anxiety.

Whitehead et al.9 found left medial orbitofrontal and superior 
temporal cortices were significantly thinner in those with paranoid 
delusions, i.e., n = 113 patients, of which n = 90 did not have 
delusions and n = 23 had paranoid delusion. Female participants 
with paranoid delusions showed reduced cortical thickness in left 
medial orbitofrontal and left superior temporal regions.

In a large study by Palmqvist et al.,10 it was demonstrated that of 
all the AD patients studied [n = 259; 8 patients underwent MRI and 

all others computed tomography (CT)], the occurrence of lacunes 
in the left basal ganglia associated with increased risk of delusions 
and hallucinations and the presence of lacunes in the right basal 
ganglia associated with the risk of depressive symptoms. Increased 
global atrophy is associated with agitation.

In a study by Poulin et al.,11 the level of motor aberrant behavior 
correlated with more severe amygdala atrophy in AD subjects  
(n = 264) [mild AD sample 1 (n = 90) sample 2 (n = 174)], which is 
based on MRI 1.5 T.

In another large-scale study, Trzepacz et al.12 based on the MRI 
findings showed atrophy in frontolimbic regions, right posterior 
cingulate, and left hippocampus were related to greater severity 
of agitation and aggression [i.e., total study patients n = 462 which 
included AD (n = 163), MCI converters (n = 122) and MCI stable  
(n = 177)].

Based on structural and functional 3 T MRI, Balthazar et al.13  
(n = 57) [AD (n = 37) and controls (n = 30)] suggested altered intrinsic 
connectivity of the anterior SN predicted behavioral symptoms in 
AD patients, e.g., hyperkinetic behavior. Hyperconnectivity of the 
salient network was observed in the anterior cingulate cortex and 
right insula.

In our study, it was found that nearly all patients had 
some behavioral or psychological symptoms on NPI, of which 
depression was the most common, followed by nighttime 
behaviors and the least being elation/euphoria and disinhibition, 
respectively; however, most other studies found apathy 
and delusions as the most common symptoms in the early 
progressive course of AD.14 Also the corresponding MRI findings 
corroborated to the brain regions involved in the occurrence of 
these symptoms.15

Figs 1A to D: Magnetic resonance imaging showing progressive cerebral atrophy
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The noteworthy finding here was correlation of neurocognitive 
assessment such as ACE-3 and CDR with neuroimaging scores such 
as Fazekas, GCA, MTA, and KOEDAM. It was particularly found that 
CDR scale correlated positively with Fazekas, GCA, and KOEDAM, 
which means as the performance on CDR deteriorates, the severity 
of neuroimaging scores increases. Similarly, ACE-3 had a positive 
correlation (p value of less than 0.05) with GCA score. These findings 
can give us the scope for future investigation in terms of the role 
of neuroimaging scores in predicting the development of BPSD 
symptoms and planning early targeted intervention in AD and 
BPSD.

We also studied whether BPSD varies with sociodemographic 
profile, and it was found that those above 65 years of age had 
higher mean value of BPSD than those below 65 years of age. No 
significant difference was observed when compared with gender. 
It was found that middle SES participants had higher mean value 
of BPSD as opposed to the upper and lower SES subjects. Finally 
it was found that urban patients had more mean value of BPSD 
compared to the rural patients.

co n c lu s I o n 
Our study here in concordance with other studies worldwide gives 
a clue about the role of neuroimaging biomarkers in understanding 
BPSD in terms of its neuroimaging correlates and builds the scope 
of future studies in this domain.15 The study sheds light on common 
presentation of BPSD which adds to our knowledge in clinical 
assessment of AD patients. Finally, it also adds to our understanding 
of the role of sociodemographic factors in predicting the at risk 
population.

The BPSD in Alzheimer’s dementia still has a lacunae in our 
understanding of its definite etiopathogenesis; and thus, there is 
a barrier to predicting its course in disease and planning definite 
intervention. A worldwide more comprehensive prospective large-
scale studies of neurobiomarkers might be a breakthrough and in 
the future might help us in improving our understanding of the 
course of the disease progression.
Limitations of our study:

• The study was conducted on a small sample population.
• We could not study BPSD in other dementias such as 

frontotemporal dementia, vascular dementia, dementia of Lewy 
bodies, and Parkinson’s dementia.

• Our study did not include other neurobiomarkers such as 
FDG-PET and single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT) scans and solely relied on MRI neuroimaging scores.

• We did not study BPSD in MCI, which is a gray area in course of 
development of dementia.
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Attenuated Psychosis
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Attenuated psychosis syndrome is an entity that has recently been recognized in diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders-5th 
edition (DSM-5) as a condition for further study. It is a condition in which the patient experiences psychotic-like symptoms but it does not 
fulfill the criteria for a full-blown psychosis. We hereby present a possible case of attenuated psychosis in a 30-year-old female and discuss its 
implications in diagnosis and management.
Keywords: Attenuated psychosis, DSM 5, Prodrome.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
Attenuated psychosis syndrome (APS) is a topic of controversy 
since its introduction in diagnostic and statistical manual of mental 
disorders-5th edition (DSM-5) as a new category. Even though 
prodromal symptoms of schizophrenia have long been recognized, 
they had no place in the classification system. Now introduction of 
a new category may improve early detection and treatment with 
the aim of reducing chronicity and long-term disability.1 The DSM-5 
provides proposed criteria only and no discrete criteria for this. The 
definition provided is “psychotic like symptoms that are below a 
threshold for full psychosis.” Manual mentions these symptoms 
are in less severity, more transient, and with relatively good insight 
but associated with clinically significant distress or impairment in 
social, occupational, or other areas of functioning. The future risk of 
a full-blown psychotic disorder among these individuals is a major 
area of research now.

cA s e  de s c r I p t I o n 
A 30-year-old unmarried female, youngest of the five sisters, 
postgraduate by education, from semiurban background with 
middle-class socioeconomic status, presented with total duration of 
illness (TDI) of 1 year, with complaints of (c/o) decreased interaction 
with family members, irritability even with trivial things and 
aggressive spells, suspiciousness on family members, decreased 
work performance, and sleep disturbances. She was apparently 
normal 1 year back, interacting good with family members and 
friends even though she was not good at initiating conversations. 
Since 1 year, her interaction with family members declined in the 
form of avoiding conversations, not replying even after questioning, 
being confined to her room, and even taking food in her room 
alone. This behavior worsened over the time and created distress 
within the family; for example, they cannot take decisions on her 
marriage and future prospects as she is not answering any. She 
was becoming more irritable even with trivial things like candid 
interactions and showing some aggressive spells intermittently. 
She was also feeling low some times. She also had suspiciousness 
over family members that they are plotting against her and talking 
about her and her behavior in private but this suspiciousness is not 
persistent and lasts for 2 weeks maximum at a stretch. Her work 
performance also decreased over the time significantly with even 
not assisting in household chores that she was doing previously. She 

also had c/o sleep disturbances in the form of difficulty in initiation 
and maintenance. Since 2 weeks, these symptoms had increased in 
severity with suspiciousness and she confined herself to her room; 
hence, her parents thought of medical assistance. There was no 
history of (h/o) significant head injury/substance abuse/hearing 
voices/suicidal behavior/repetitive intrusive thoughts. In the past, 
she had one transient psychotic episode of 10 days’ duration with 
c/o suspiciousness, aggressive spells, and irritability, which was 
subsided without any intervention. There was no h/o medical/
surgical comorbidities. There was nil significant family history. 
Premorbidly well adjusted and able to do things. On examination 
(O/E), vitals were stable with mild pallor noted. On mental status 
examination (MSE), she was partially cooperative, psychomotor 
activity—decreased, mood—fine, affect—dull, thought—fleeting 
delusions, no perceptual abnormality, and impaired personal and 
social judgment with poor insight. Anxious features were noted on 
diagnostic psychometry.

Proposed Diagnostic Criteria for Attenuated Psychosis2

• At least one of the following symptoms are present in the 
attenuated form with sufficient severity and/or frequency to 
warrant clinical attention:
• Delusions/delusional ideas
• Hallucinations/perceptual abnormalities
• Disorganized speech/communication

• Symptoms in criterion A must be present at least once per week 
for the past month.

• Symptoms in criterion A must have begun or worsened in the 
past year.
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• Symptoms in criterion A are sufficiently distressing and disabling 
to the individual and/or legal guardian to lead them to seek help.

• Symptoms in criterion A are not better explained by any other 
DSM-5 diagnosis, including substance-related disorders.

• Clinical criteria for a psychotic disorder have never been met.

dI s c u s s I o n 
I am reporting this case in view of clinical diagnosis and management 
difficulties and rarity in presentation. Not meeting diagnostic 
criteria for any other psychotic disorder in DSM-5 but significant 
distress causing psychopathology leads us to the diagnosis of APS, 
which is the “condition for the further study” currently. Attenuated 
psychosis syndrome individuals are more impaired, showing a 
complex entanglement with a broad range of psychiatric symptoms 
and disorders, including depression, impulse control, and especially 
emerging personality disorders according to some studies.3 Early 
diagnosis and treatment of such individuals may decrease chronicity 
and long-term disability. But treatment part, especially treating 

with anti-psychotics in absence of persistent psychotic symptoms, 
might need further discussion. Attenuated psychosis syndrome 
as a diagnostic category and its similarities and differences with 
psychosis risk syndrome and schizotypal personality disorders 
need further study.4
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Pharmacogenomics and its Future Implications  
in Treatment-resistant Depression
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Ab s t r Ac t
The global burden of depression is estimated over 300 million, which is equivalent to 4.4% of the world’s population. However, it is reported 
that only 50% of patients receive some form of treatment and most individuals receiving conventional pharmacotherapy fail to achieve and 
sustain remission. Treatment-resistant depression (TRD) is defined as failure to achieve remission with two or more adequate antidepressants 
over a sufficient period of time. Treatment-resistant depression is estimated to occur in 10–30% of patients with major depression, and these 
patients need a variety of treatment strategies employed. Advances in genetic epidemiology have spurred research investigating the role 
genetics play in the pathophysiology of depression. Pharmacogenetic testing identifies mutations related to altered expression and functions 
of genes associated with antidepressant response. For this reason, genetic variants are considered theoretically optimal biomarkers to provide 
personalized antidepressant treatments and to reduce the proportion of patients who develop TRD. This review aims to understand the genetic 
mechanisms that contribute to the problem of TRD and the hurdles to its treatment in the context of the Indian population. We focus on the 
authors’ clinical experience in parallel with relevant research articles over the last two decades.
Keywords: Antidepressants, Depression, Genetics, Pharmacotherapy, Treatment resistance.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
The burden of depression is increasing despite advancements in 
the safety and tolerability of treatments over the past 50 years.1 
Researchers and clinicians have shifted their view to depression as 
a chronic and recurrent illness that may not respond to treatment 
from an earlier opinion of it being an acute illness. At a global level, 
over 300 million people are estimated to suffer from depression, 
equivalent to 4.4% of the world’s population.2 However, it is 
reported that only 50% of them receive some form of treatment. 
Most individuals receiving conventional pharmacotherapy fail 
to achieve and sustain remission—a critical determinant of full 
functional recovery.3 Treatment-resistant depression (TRD) is 
estimated to occur in 10–30% of patients with major depression, and 
these patients need a variety of treatment strategies employed.4 
Treatment-resistant depression is defined as an inadequate 
response following adequate antidepressant therapy among 
patients suffering from unipolar depressive disorders.5 Gaynes et 
al. aimed to approach TRD as a dichotomous term—“patients either 
have or do not have this diagnosis—based on whether they meet a 
set of threshold criteria, or the second approach considers TRD an 
illness that falls along a spectrum, with different degrees, or stages, 
of severity.”6 In this latter scheme, either patients do not have TRD 
at all or they have different degrees of TRD severity.6 This review 
aims to understand the genetic mechanisms that contribute to the 
problem of TRD and the hurdles to its treatment in the context of 
the Indian population. We focus on the authors’ clinical experience 
in parallel with relevant research articles over the last two decades.

de p r e s s I o n I n  In d I A 
Several cost-effective interventions have shown favorable recovery 
and positive outcomes in the care and management of depression. 
However, in India, the stigma and treatment gap associated with 
depression is vast. The burden of depression, in terms of disability 
adjusted life years (DALYs), increased by 67% between 1990 and 

2013.7 By 2025, DALYs attributable to depression are projected to 
rise by roughly 2.6, 11 million (22.5%) due to population growth and 
ageing.7 As per National Mental Health Survey (NMHS) (2015–2016) 
in India, 1 in 20 (5.25%) people over 18 years of age has ever suffered 
(at least once in their lifetime) from depression amounting to a total 
of over 45 million persons with depression in 2015.8

ph A r m Aco g e n e t I c  VA r I A b I l I t y I n  pAt I e n ts 
For many drugs, the optimum dose required to produce the desired 
effect for safe therapy shows significant variation from one patient 
to the next. A drug dose within the therapeutic window for the 
majority of a patient population may prove to be too low or too high 
for certain patients who may have an atypical dose–response curve 
for a drug therapeutic effect or adverse effects.9 Pharmacogenetic 
studies in major depressive disorder (MDD) have been performed 
only in recent years, focusing on candidate genes with possible 
involvement in the pathophysiology of the disease and in the 
mechanism of action of antidepressant drugs.10 Factors that result 
in variations in drug response are multifold and complex, and 
may involve fundamental aspects of human biology, since a drug 
response directly affects well-being and survival.9 Polymorphisms in 
genes encoding drug targets directly affect target protein function, 
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drug–target interaction, or both to produce profound effects on 
drug response.9 Several studies have found genetic variations 
associated with altered treatment response/efficacy and increased 
side effect risk. Genetic testing for such variations can help identify 
which patients are more or less likely to respond to psychotropics 
and which are likely to experience an increased side effect burden. 
Incorporation of this information can drive appropriate treatment 
choices to improve treatment outcomes.11 This benefits patients 
who may be treatment-resistant by enabling the choice of a 
more effective drug at an appropriate dose, which can potentially 
decrease the trial and error approach of antidepressant selection. 
While there are shortcomings of the applications of this approach, 
further studies in the domain can significantly impact the outcomes 
for patients with TRD.

Prevalence of Treatment-resistant Depression
The treatment outcomes and transitional points across the illness 
course (e.g., response, remission, and relapse) directly influence 
how TRD is conceptualized. A trial funded by the National Institute 
of Mental Health known as the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives 
to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) recruited in over 4,000 patients 
suffering from depression. The trial showed cumulative remission 
rates in only half of the patients after trial of two different 
treatments. However, other estimates point to rates of 60–70% for 
incomplete remission.12

Management of Treatment-resistant Depression
Patients diagnosed with MDD are majorly prescribed either selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) or serotonin–norepinephrine 
reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) as the first option. If the patient fails to 
achieve the adequate response, then the most common approach 
is to switch the patient to a second antidepressant. The drugs used 
for augmentation in TRD backed with evidence include lithium 
(with TCA), bupropion or mirtazapine combination therapy (with 
SSRI), anticonvulsants, thyroid hormone (with TCA), atypical 
anticonvulsants, dopamine agonists, pindolol, buspirone, modafinil, 
stimulants, testosterone, or estrogen. Combining an SSRI and a 
noradrenergic reuptake inhibitor confers the double effect of 
antidepressant as an augmentation strategy. The same advantage is 
offered by either switching to or adding duloxetine or venlafaxine. 
Venlafaxine has been reported to have a significantly high remission 
rate (42%). Desvenlafaxine, a SNRI, is approved for the treatment of 
adults with MDD. It is the major active metabolite of venlafaxine 
after metabolism by CYP2D6 and possesses antidepressant activity. 
Desvenlafaxine has a lower risk of variability in pharmacologic effect 
resulting from CYP2D6 polymorphisms or drug–drug interactions 
when coadministered with CYP2D6 substrates or inhibitors. The 
simple metabolic pathway of desvenlafaxine makes it favorable 
in avoiding CYP-related pharmacokinetic interactions with other 
drugs of many therapeutic classes, thus giving desvenlafaxine an 
edge over other antidepressants in management of TRD.

Factors Associated with Treatment-resistant 
Depression
The high percentage of treatment failure or incomplete remission is 
likely to be a consequence of intrinsic biological and environmental 
heterogeneity among MDD patients, suggesting that biomarkers of 
antidepressant response would be useful to guide treatment at the 
individual level.13 This correlates with the clinical observation that 
MDD is a heterogeneous disease. Treatment-resistant depression 
patients have some distinctive clinical features such as higher 

symptom severity, more frequent suicidal risk, and comorbidity 
with anxiety as compared to non-TRD patients.13

Treatment-resistant depression is a result of possible multiple 
factors. These can broadly be divided into factors related to the 
illness, factors related to treatment, and patient and environmental 
factors. Usually, combinations of factors are involved in treatment 
resistance.14 Patients with TRD are reported to experience a higher 
number of stressful life events, including immigration, death of 
a family member, interpersonal relationship problems, job loss, 
financial stress, severe health conditions, and life-threatening 
situations.15

Genetics has been shown to be a significant factor in the 
variability of responses of medication choices and doses. 
Pharmacogenetics has become an increasingly important tool 
for identifying factors like the risk associated with adverse drug 
reactions or decreased response to standard doses of medications. 
By identification of such genetic factors, the clinicians may be able 
to advise the most effective therapy to their patients. The addition 
of pharmacogenetic testing to routine clinical practice may also be 
extremely helpful because of the cost reduction associated with the 
identification of patients who will not respond to expensive drugs 
or with the identification of patients likely to suffer from severe 
adverse events.16,17

Potential for Pharmacogenetics in Treatment-resistant 
Depression
The role of genetics in the pathophysiology of depression is being 
explored owing to the advances in the genetic epidemiology. 
These tests identify mutations related to altered expression and 
functions of genes associated with drug response. These tests have 
proven to be useful in clinical settings. Antidepressant response 
was demonstrated to have a relevant genetic component by family 
studies and more recent approaches such as genome-wide complex 
trait analysis.18 For this reason, genetic variants are considered 
theoretically optimal biomarkers to provide personalized 
antidepressant treatments and to reduce the proportion of patients 
who develop TRD.

cy to c h r o m e  p450 ge n e s 
Cytochromes are the primary enzymes involved in drug 
metabolism, and cytochrome P450 oxidases are implicated in 
the oxidative metabolism of several antidepressants.10 Different 
metabolic profiles are caused by the polymorphic nature of 
cytochrome P450 genes, which modifies individual drug response.19 
The genetic metabolic profile is generally useful in predicting 
side effects, rather than the response to antidepressants.20 
The functional polymorphisms consist of gene deletions, gene 
duplications, and deleterious mutations. Additionally, amino acid 
changes might be introduced, which can, in some cases, change 
the substrate specificity.19 The CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 genes have the 
highest importance in clinical guidelines out of all the functional 
polymorphisms. An important aspect of this polymorphism is the 
copy number variation where multiple functional gene copies of 
one allele can result in increased drug metabolism and absence of 
drug response at standard dosage.19 Guideline recommendations 
point to strong or moderate evidence supporting the choice of 
an antidepressant and dose based on the presence of functional 
variants in these two CYP450 genes when treatment is a tricyclic 
antidepressant, sertraline, citalopram, escitalopram, fluvoxamine, 
or paroxetine.13
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CYP2D6
The CYP2D6 enzyme is responsible for the metabolism of roughly a 
quarter of all drugs used to treat depression, and its polymorphism 
significantly affects the metabolism of about half of these drugs, 
making it one of the most important polymorphic enzymes in 
the metabolism of drugs. Genetic variation contributes largely to 
the interindividual variation in enzyme activity.19 Variant alleles of 
CYP2D6 are classified on the basis of enzymatic activities. There are 
four classifications of this enzyme based on its metabolizing activity: 
poor metabolizers (PMs), intermediate metabolizers (IMs), extensive 
metabolizers (EMs), and ultraextensive metabolizers (UMs).21 
Poor metabolizers that have polymorphisms resulting in enzyme 
deactivation produce high concentrations of the parent drug in 
the plasma. Ultra-extensive metabolizers lead to increased enzyme 
activity due to gene duplications, resulting in reduced parent drug 
concentration in the bloodstream.22 CYP2D6 is subject to deletions, 
gene duplications, or multiplications, many clinical laboratories also 
report copy number variations, but is not known to be induced by 
substances.23 It is highly polymorphic with over 100 known allelic 
variants and subvariants identified. Associations of imipramine, 
trimipramine, desipramine, and clomipramine with CYP2D6 
genotypes have been reported.23 In addition, the impact of CYP2D6 
can be found on nortriptyline, a tricyclic antidepressant (TCA), with 
these genes explaining 21% of total interindividual variance in oral 
clearance.23 Venlafaxine, an SNRI, has its metabolism influenced 
by CYP2D6 polymorphism, particularly the O-demethylation 
phenotype depends on the CYP2D6 genotype.23 This isozymes’ 
tolerance is lower to TCAs and venlafaxine as compared to an 
average tolerance to other antidepressants.23

CYP2D6 alleles have been studied in varied geographic 
and ethnic group settings, and significant differences in allele 
frequencies have been observed.24 In a sample size of 447 from 
South India, a study conducted by Naveen et al. showed that the 
CYP2D6*2 allele was the most frequent variant (34.8%), followed by 
the *10 allele (10.2%).22 Studies across India have shown variation in 
frequency of CYP2D6 polymorphism ranging from 2 to 4.8% across 
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, and Chandigarh.25

CYP2C19
Polymorphisms seen in the CYP2C19 gene affect the metabolism 
of several classes of drugs, including antidepressants and 
proton pump inhibitors.19,24 The CYP2C19 gene, like CYP2D6, is 
highly polymorphic and over 30 allelic variants and subvariants 
have been identified. The CYP2C19 phenotype also affects the 
pharmacokinetics of antidepressants; the monoamine oxidase 
inhibitor (MAOI), the tricyclic antidepressants (TCA) amitriptyline 
and clomipramine, and the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRI) sertraline and citalopram are examples of such drugs.19 
The enzyme activity is expressed at highly variable levels and 
three different phenotypes are observed: PM, IM, and normal 
metabolizers (NM).26 CYP2C9*2 and CYP2C9*3 are the two most 
common polymorphisms.9 With respect to the *17 allele, patients 
homozygous for CYP2C19*17 showed 42% lower geometric 
escitalopram mean serum concentrations and 5.7-fold higher 
for defective CYP2C19 alleles, compared with the CYP2C19*1/*1 
subgroup.27 Moreover, Chinese subjects with two CYP2C19-
mutated alleles (*2,*3) showed higher plasma concentrations and 
the amitriptyline:nortriptyline ratio at the steady state than those 
with the wild-type genotype.28

Presence of the CYP2C19*2 allele leads to an aberrant splice site, 
whereas the CYP2C19*3 allele produces a premature stop codon.29 
Adithan et al. evaluated the frequency of CYP2C19 polymorphisms 
in India and documented the frequency of CYP2C19*1, *2, and *3 
alleles as 0.598 (59.8%), 0.379 (37.9%), and 0.022 (2.2%), respectively, 
for South Indians (n = 112) and 0.703 (70.3%), 0.297 (29.7%), and 
0, respectively, for North Indians (n = 121).29 This showed that 
the prevalence of PMs in South Indians was significantly higher 
compared with Caucasians and Africans. In addition, the EM activity 
of CYP2C19 is significantly reduced due to heterozygosity of the 
Asian population. For instance, two studies on North and South 
Indian populations reported the frequency of the CYP2C12*2 allele 
to be 29.7 and 35%, with the CYP2C19*3 allele to be nil and 1%, 
respectively.30,31

CYP3A4
The most abundant CYP isoenzyme in the liver and small 
intestine is CYP3A4, which is also involved in biotransformation 
of approximately 50% of marketed drugs.32–34 Parallelism in racial, 
ethnical, and geographical distribution due to polymorphism in 
human xenobiotic metabolizing genes and the ethnic-specific effect 
of CYP genes is well known.35 The Indian population is a vast distinct 
ethnic group forming one-sixth of the world population.36 CYP1A1 
and 3A4 are within the cytochrome P450 enzyme family with the 
ability to metabolize endogenous and exogenous substances.37 
Polymorphisms in these genes as a result of environmental toxins 
and exposure to hormones have shown association with cancer 
susceptibility.35,38 Thus, higher risk of development of cancer and 
other related disorders can be tied to ethnic populations with high 
prevalence of relevant polymorphisms.38 Studies in India have 
shown variation in the frequency of CYP3A4 polymorphism of the 
*1B allele ranging from 0.6% to 2% across Chandigarh, Delhi, and 
Mumbai.39

Other Isoenzymes
The CYP2C9 genetic polymorphisms cause reduced enzyme activity 
in Caucasians (approximately 0.7% of the population).40 It also 
modulates dose-corrected plasma concentrations of fluoxetine 
and the active moiety (fluoxetine plus norfluoxetine), along with 
the CYP2D6 gene variants.41,42 However, it has not shown effect 
on plasma concentration of several antidepressants, including 
TCAs (amitriptyline, clomipramine, doxepin), SSRIs (citalopram, 
fluvoxamine, paroxetine, sertraline), and others (mirtazapine, 
venlafaxine).43 The highly polymorphic CYP2B6 gene has not been 
associated with loss of function due to copy number variations or 
genetic variants, apart from the rare CYP2B6*28 allele.23 A summary 
of antidepressants metabolized by the CYP isoenzymes is presented 
in Table 1.

us e o f  ge n e t I c  te s t I n g I n  ps yc h I At ry 
Individual patients carrying CYP2D6*3, -*4, -*5, or -*6 variants 
should be given reduced doses of antidepressants to avoid or 
reduce drug side effects. In this scenario, metabolism of the drugs 
is the major factor affecting drug response and safety, and genetic 
variations are well established.9 Psychiatrists at the Mayo Clinic 
have begun to request that the CYP2D6 genotype information be 
made available before commencing psychiatric drug therapy.44 
A study has been conducted analyzing the cost-effectiveness 
and impact on medication adherence in psychiatric patients who 
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received a genetic test compared to a matched set of controls.45 The 
abundance of genetic information and DNA sequence data raises 
the issue of the most efficient and cost-effective way to establish 
the clinical utility of novel pharmacogenomic information.44

There are several reasons that genomic medicine has not 
moved as fast as hoped. A study by Johnson identified barriers 
to the clinical implementation of pharmacogenomics (Fig. 1).46 In 
addition to scientific difficulties discussed above, economic, ethical, 
social, and regulatory issues are also very challenging. A systematic 
literature review by Berm et al. investigating the cost-effectiveness 
of pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomics screening found its 
application to be mostly cost-effective or cost-saving.47 While only 
a minority of the evaluations assessed the intrinsic value of these 
tests, there was an increase in studies reporting quality-associated 
characteristics.47 Although the cost of DNA sequencing is dropping 
dramatically, data on cost-effectiveness of genomic medicine 
are currently limited.9 Pharmacogenomics has the potential to 
lower costs associated with inappropriate or expensive drug 
treatments and/or serious adverse drug reactions that may require 
hospitalization.

co n c lu s I o n 
Pharmacogenetic testing for psychiatric disorders is rapidly 
gaining wide acceptance. Its clinical implementation requires 
objective, evidence-based guidelines and investment in the 
infrastructure required to make pharmacogenomic information 
available to physicians in a cost-effective manner. Clinical utility 
and cost-effectiveness of genetic testing for psychiatric disorders 
has been substantiated by a number of reviews and case 
studies.11 Treatment-resistant depression is highly prevalent and is 
associated with high economic implications and extensive usage of 

depression-related and general medical services. It poses unique 
therapeutic challenges and dilemmas in its management. Early 
identification of TRD will be useful in constructing effective and 
long-term maintenance treatment strategies. The individualized 
medicine will enable physicians to prescribe appropriate treatment 
and dose to achieve maximal therapeutic benefits and minimum 
adverse effects.9 Armed with patient genetic information, clinicians 
can more quickly identify effective therapies, thus limiting the 
prolonged suffering and economic burden placed upon many 
patients with chronic illnesses. Genetic evaluation for patients 
showing early signs of TRD can be considered as a part of the 
management strategy. Prospective clinical trials that evaluate the 
utility and cost-effectiveness of genotyping and individualized 
medicine are critical in guiding the clinical practice of genetic 
testing and individualized drug therapy.
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Background: Mental illness is a public health issue all over the world. The morbidity pattern in private clinics differs significantly from general 
hospitals. Private psychiatric clinics provide help for large number of our population, but they have seldom been evaluated systematically. It 
has been observed that many patients particularly from upper socioeconomic background prefer visiting a private clinic. Hence, the study is 
planned in this direction. The study was aimed to assess the morbidity pattern of psychiatric patients attending a private psychiatric clinic.
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Materials and methods: All records from February 1, 2019 to April 30, 2019 were analyzed. This is a descriptive study.
Results and conclusion: A total of 1,020 new patients visited the clinic in this period. We found that mental disorders comprise a wide variety of 
disorders—mainly psychotic, mood disorders, and neurotic disorders. They affect the most productive age groups, almost equally affect both 
the genders, and there was a slight preponderance of rural patients.
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bAc kg r o u n d
In developing countries with acute shortages of mental health 
professionals, the delivery of mental health services through general 
healthcare is considered as the most viable strategy for increasing 
the access of underserved populations to mental healthcare. Mental 
health facilities in the government setup are very limited, and a vast 
population of this country’s mental healthcare is provided by private 
practitioners and hospitals. According to the World Mental Health 
Atlas1 2014, there were 0.3 psychiatrist per lakh of population in 
India. Psychologists and psychiatric social workers were even fewer.

Mental illnesses are the major source of morbidity across both 
developed and developing countries. Mental illnesses affect people 
of all age groups. They are an important health problem that refers 
to disorders of mood, thought, cognition, intelligence, personality, 
substance abuse, and adjustment with the people around them. 
The spectrum of this issue ranges from simple anxiety disorder to 
depressive disorders to treatment-resistant schizophrenia and even 
death.2 The global neglect of mental health is well-documented. 
Mental health issues are neglected in policy, planning, and funding. 
In all countries, there is a significant gap between the prevalence of 
mental disorders, on one hand, and the number of people receiving 
care and treatment, on the other hand.3 In low and middle income 
countries (LAMIC) countries, the gap is more: 67% treatment gap for 
major depression in Africa, compared with a 45% gap in Europe.4 It 
has been estimated that globally more than 400 million people have 
been affected by some kind of mental illness during their lifetime and 
majority of them residing in developing countries.5 According to the 
WHO report of 2014, nearly 83 million people of the United States have 
been diagnosed with psychiatric disorder; among all the psychiatric 
illnesses, depression is the most common. The WHO European Region 
report stated that 1 out of 15 people suffer from major depression, 
which is remarkably high and quite alarming.6 The study of South 
Africa7 reported the lifetime prevalence of common mental disorders 
to be about 30%. The Ministry of Health and Family welfare of India8 

suggested the lifetime prevalence of mental disorders to be nearly 
12%, which is likely to increase to almost 15% by the year 2020.

The present work was undertaken with the aim to study 
the sociodemographic characteristics and the clinical profile of 
patients attending the private psychiatry clinic situated in a district 
headquarter of southern Assam, India.

Ai m s A n d  ob j e c t i v e s 
To analyze the sociodemographic and diagnostic distribution of the 
patients attending the clinic and to study the pattern of follow-up.

mAt e r i A l s A n d  me t h o d s 
The first author is running a private psychiatric clinic, and the 
relevant data of the patients coming to the clinic during the study 
period were recorded digitally. This is a retrospective study where 
case records of all new patients attending the private psychiatry 
clinic and diagnosed according to ICD-109 were analyzed.

Analysis of the Data
These data are for the period from February 1, 2019 to April 30, 2019. 
The recordkeeping was started from January 2019 and a 3-month 
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study period was chosen as average attendance per month in the 
clinic was 300 for last few years. All records were analyzed by the 
second author. Diagnosis was reassessed after analyzing the record 
again and many diagnoses were changed. The ICD-10 diagnostic 
system was used. But, sometimes, symptomatic diagnosis like 
headache has also been used. Improvement has been recorded as 
mentioned in the case record on the last entry. The record may have 
indicated improved, unchanged, or worse. No scales were used, 
and these could be taken as subjective assessment of the patients, 
their caretakers, and the clinicians. Data were analyzed using SPSS 
version 21 and association was seen with the Chi-square test and 
the significance level was set at 0.05.

re s u lts 
After the study period was over, total 1,020 patient’s data were 
analyzed. A total of 1,020 patients who attended a private 
psychiatric clinic in a town in Assam during the study period were 
included in the study. Of the 1,020 patients, 535 (52.5%) were males 
and 485 (47.5%) were females. Nearly 67% of the study population 
belonged to the 21–50 years’ age group that is economically most 
productive. A total of 610 patients (59.8%) were married, 345 
(33.8%) were unmarried, 46 (4.5%) were widowed, and 19 (1.9%) 
were separated (Table 1).

As the study was conducted in a town, 566 patients (55.5%) 
were from urban area and remaining 454 (45.5%) from rural area. 

Nearly 94% of the patients were literate, 35% had completed high 
school and 13.4% completed graduation, and 4.3% had either 
postgraduation or professional education as shown in Table 2. A 
majority of the study population was economically well-off with 
81.9% belonging to the middle and lower-middle social class. Out 
of the 1,020 patients, 36.4% were suffering from schizophrenia and 
other psychotic disorders, 22% were suffering from neurotic, stress-
related, and somatoform disorders, 21.3% from mood disorders, 11% 
others (including migraine, seizure, vertigo, and NPH), 2.6% from 
organic mental disorders, 2.2% from mental retardation, 2.1% from 
substance dependence disorders, 1.4% from behavioral problems 
associated with physiological disturbances, 0.7% from behavioral 
disorders occurring in childhood and adolescence, and 0.4% from 
disorders of psychological development (Table 3).

Majority of our patients (94%) were either referred by family/
friends or self-referred. Analysis of the data revealed that almost 
40% dropout rate after first visit. The association between 
diagnostic groups and place of residence was statistically significant 
(p = 0.002). The association between diagnostic groups and gender 
was highly significant (p = 0.000). The analysis of association 

Table 1: Sociodemographic details—age, gender, residence, and marital 
status distribution

Frequency Percentage
Age distribution (years)

 0–10 16 1.6
 11–20 101 9.9
 21–30 244 23.9
 31–40 235 23.0
 41–50 204 20.0
 51–60 105 10.3

 61–70 70 6.9
 71–80 35 3.4
 81–90 8 0.8
 >90 2 0.2
 Total 1,020 100.0

Gender distribution
 Male 535 52.5
 Female 485 47.5
 Total 1,020 100.0

Residence
 Rural 566 55.5
 Urban 454 44.5
 Total 1,020 100.0

Marital status
 Married 610 59.8
 Single 345 33.8
 Widowed 46 4.5
 Divorced 19 1.9
 Total 1,020 100.0

Table 2: Sociodemographic variables—educational status and 
socioeconomic status

Frequency Percentage
Educational status

Illiterate 62 6.1
Primary school (Std. 1–5) 111 10.9
Middle school (Std. 6–8) 154 15.1
Secondary school (Std. 9–10) 354 34.7
Higher secondary 158 15.5
Graduate 137 13.4
Postgraduate (MA, MSc, MBA, MCA) 27 2.6
Diploma, B.Tech, LLB, MBBS, PhD 17 1.7
Total 1,020 100.0

Socioeconomic status
Lower 168 16.5
Lower middle 657 64.4
Middle 179 17.5
Upper 16 1.6
Total 1,020 100.0

Table 3: Diagnostic profile of patients

Diagnosis Frequency Percentage
F00–F09 27 2.6
F10–F19 21 2.1
F20–F29 371 36.4
F30–F39 217 21.3
F40–F48 224 22.0
F50–F59 14 1.4
F60–F69 1 0.1
F70–F79 22 2.2
F80–F89 4 0.4
F90–F98 7 0.7
Others 112 11.0
Total 1,020 100.0
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between diagnosis and the socioeconomic status was also 
significant (p = 0.03).

di s c u s s i o n 
Mental disorders are an important cause of long-term morbidity, 
disability, and poor quality of life. Various epidemiological surveys 
in Asia have indicated that there are 680 million people who are 
likely to succumb to psychiatric disorder. In terms of services, 
there is less than 1 mental health professional per 100,000 
populations whereas the desirable number is 3–4 psychiatrists 
per 100,000 populations. People with mental illnesses, in the 
Indian subcontinent, often seek help from traditional healers. This 
study was carried out to depict and point out the observed trends 
through a sociocultural perspective to determine the demographic 
and clinical characteristics of clients seeking consultation from a 
private psychiatric clinic in the urban region of northeastern India, 
during the 3-month period of 2019 (Tables 4 and 5).

Increased prevalence of morbidity (58.4%) is seen in 
the younger age group in our sample. This trend was earlier 
demonstrated by many researchers from Asia—Kameshvell et 
al. (India), Khattri et al. (Nepal), Jaju et al. (Oman), and Soren et al. 
(India).10–13 But, there is no consensus as to which age group is the 
most vulnerable to mental illness. The rates of psychiatric disorders 
fluctuate according to geographic, ethnic, and socioeconomic 
status.14,15 However, it is widely agreed that psychiatric disorders 

often affect young people who are in the midst of their most 
productive years of life.12

Earlier studies have reported a strong association between 
gender and mental illness, with the female gender being the most 
prominent of the risk factors in certain psychiatric disorders.16,17 
In our study sample of 1,020 patients, a small preponderance of 
males (52.5%) over females was noted, which is consistent with 
the findings of Regmi et al.,18 Shrestha19 and Kameshvell et al.11 This 
male preponderance may reflect the gender bias in a patrilineal 
family system in psychiatric help-seeking behavior. The gender 
segregation and other sociocultural factors inherent in such 
paternalistic society may prevent women from going outside to 
seek help for mental illness.20

In many Asian communities, mental illnesses are often dealt by 
traditional healing systems. Due to the fact that primary healthcare 
seldom caters to the needs of people with mental illnesses, the first 
point of contact for them is tertiary care, and the majority of our 
clients seeking consultation presented themselves at the clinic or 
were referred by family. This is consistent with the low observed 
referrals from other medical specialties. It is possible that patients 
may think that a referral to a mental health specialist means that 
they are “crazy.” For these reasons, the majority of referrals (94%) 
were classified as “self and family referrals.”

As the study place was in a town, majority of the patients 
(55.5%) were from urban background and from rural area (45.5%). 
This may be due to easy accessibility, better awareness, and greater 

Table 4: Diagnosis vs residence cross-tabulation (p = 0.002)

                   Residence

TotalRural Urban
Diagnosis F00–F09 Count 16 11 27

% of total 1.6 1.1 2.6

F10–F19 Count 4 17 21
% of total 0.4 1.7 2.1

F20–F29 Count 225 146 371
% of total 22.1 14.3 36.4

F30–F39 Count 114 103 217
% of total 11.2 10.1 21.3

F40–F48 Count 116 108 224
% of total 11.4 10.6 22.0

F50–F59 Count 7 7 14
% of total 0.7 0.7 1.4

F60–F69 Count 0 1 1
% of total 0.0 0.1 0.1

F70–F79 Count 11 11 22
% of total 1.1 1.1 2.2

F80–F89 Count 1 3 4
% of total 0.1 0.3 0.4

F90–F99 Count 1 6 7
% of total 0.1 0.6 0.7

Seizure, migraine, other headaches,  
NPH, neuropathy, MCI,  
parkinsonism, vertigo, CVA

Count 71 41 112

% of total 7.0 4.0 11.0
Total Count 566 454 1,020

% of total 55.5 44.5 100.0
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vulnerability among urban people. It was observed that 28.3% of 
the study population were house wives, 16.9% were unemployed, 
and 14.2% were students. Unemployment that could be attributed 
to psychiatric disorders was lower when compared to the study by 
Fahmida et al.21 Family history of mental illness was present in 44.34% 
of patients, which was higher than with the findings of Shakya et al.22

In our study sample, approximately 94% subjects were literate 
and 4.3% had either postgraduation or professional education, 
and a majority of the study population was economically well-off 
with 81.9% belonging to middle and lower-middle social class. This 
may be due to increased awareness among the educated persons, 
affordability to pay the fee in a private clinic, and accessibility.

Our study also showed that the most commonly diagnosed 
mental disorders were schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders 
(36.4%), followed by neurotic, stress-related, and somatoform 
disorders (22%); mood disorders (21.3%); others including migraine, 
seizure, vertigo, and NPH (11%); organic mental disorders (2.6%); 
mental retardation (2.2%); substance dependence disorders (2.1 %); 
and behavioral problems associated with physiological disturbances 
(1.4%), which was consistent with the findings of Shrestha19 and 
Soren et al.13 Whereas in other studies by Kameshvell,11 Regmi et 
al.,18 and Shakya et al., neurotic or mood disorders were the main 
diagnostic groups.23

Soren et al.13 in a study conducted in Jharkhand, India, found 
affective psychosis (31.9%) as the main psychiatric problem 
followed by nonaffective psychosis (18.8%), epilepsy (15.8%), 

and neurotic disorder (11.2%). In the study by Shrestha19 (1987), 
63.7% of the patients were suffering from psychosis, 18% from 
neurosis, and 6% from epilepsy. Studies conducted in the 
outpatients in other parts of the world are rather similar to the 
findings of our study, in which most of the patients were suffering 
from psychotic disorders, and less were suffering from neurotic 
disorders—Choo24 and Uys et al.25 Our findings are in contrast to 
the findings of the study by Dubey,26 which was conducted in the 
rural community of Uttar Pradesh (India), in which about 44% of 
the patients were suffering from neurotic and related disorders 
and 9.1% from schizophrenia.

One of the important finding of our study was high number 
of patients with seizure disorder, headache, and vertigo (11.2%). 
Similar findings were also reported by earlier researchers—Wig 
et al.,27 Wright,28 and Sharma.29 Wright et al. had found that 32% 
of the patients were suffering from epilepsy. Epilepsy was seen in 
9.4% of the population in the sample studied by Khattri et al.10 in 
Nepal. This may be due to lack of a neurologist or neurosurgeon 
in our study area.

This difference in the morbidity pattern may be due to cultural 
factors and setup of the study center, i.e., whether it is conducted in 
mental hospitals, psychiatric OPD of a general hospital, or private 
clinics. Psychosis predominates in mental hospitals, whereas a wider 
range including psychosis, mood disorders, neurosis, substance 
dependence, and organic mental disorder occurs in general hospital 
psychiatric units and private clinics.

Table 5: Diagnosis vs gender cross-tabulation (p = 0.000)

                       Gender

TotalMale Female
Diagnosis F00–F09 Count 17 10 27

% of total 1.7 1.0 2.6
F10–F19 Count 21 0 21

% of total 2.1 0.0 2.1
F20–F29 Count 168 203 371

% of total 16.5 19.9 36.4
F30–F39 Count 120 97 217

% of total 11.8 9.5 21.3
F40–F48 Count 118 106 224

% of total 11.6 10.4 22.0
F50–F59 Count 10 4 14

% of total 1.0 0.4 1.4
F60–F69 Count 0 1 1

% of total 0.0 0.1 0.1
F70–F79 Count 14 8 22

% of total 1.4 0.8 2.2
F80–F89 Count 4 0 4

% of total 0.4 0.0 0.4
F90–F98 Count 6 1 7

% of total 0.6 0.1 0.7
Seizure, migraine, other headaches, 
NPH, neuropathy, MCI,  
parkinsonism, vertigo, CVA

Count 57 55 112

% of total 5.6 5.4 11.0
Total Count 535 485 1,020

% of total 52.5 47.5 100.0
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One of the most significant findings of our study is the high dropout 
rate after one visit. Nearly 40% discontinued treatment after first visit. 
Agarwal30 found nearly 50% dropout rate after the first visit. Could the 
dropout rate be a reflection of cultural acceptance of mental disorders 
in this country? People go to a doctor only when the disease produces 
discomfort/disability and the treatment is given up as soon as there is 
relief from the discomfort. Economic factors, distance from the clinic, 
poor rapport, lack of psychoeducation given to the caregivers, etc., 
have often been considered as key factors responsible for treatment 
discontinuation. They may play a role but there appear to be other 
factors that are responsible for treatment stoppage.

In the present study, gender difference in the morbidity pattern 
was found to be significant, which was similar to the studies of 
Reddy and Chandrashekar,31 Venkatesh et al.,32 Mclean et al.,33 and 
Rahman et al.34 and Kameshvell et al.11

Our study also found significant association between diagnostic 
subgroups and socioeconomic status, which was also reported by 
Kameshvell et al.11

Strength of Our Study
Large number of study subjects, assessment of dropout rate, 
private clinic setup in a multispecialty clinic where the chance of 
stigma was less.

Limitations of the Study
We did not use any scale for the assessment of severity of illness 
and level of impairment, we did not assess the cause of dropout, 
and there was evaluation of the personality profile of the study 
subjects. Also, this study was limited to a private clinic and the fact 
is that a walk-in clinic might attract a particular group among the 
population; the generalization of this study should therefore be 
considered with caution.

co n c lu s i o n 
We found that mental disorders comprise a spectrum of disorders, 
which consist mainly of psychotic, mood, and neurotic disorders. They 
affect the most productive age groups, affecting the economic status 
of the person and a country as a whole. They are common in both 
rural and urban areas and almost equally affect both the genders. The 
awareness program in public about symptoms of mental disorders will 
definitely help in early diagnosis and prompt treatment.

Some measures need to be taken to understand the causes 
of dropout and improve the dropout rates. It could be effective 
to employ one or two local people who could visit people who 
have dropped out and try to understand their problems. Future 
studies should compare the clinical and demographic profiles of 
patients attending various types of mental healthcare facilities at 
different levels.
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A Qualitative Analysis of Patients’ Experiences during their 
Pathway to Psychiatric Care
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Ab s t r Ac t 
Introduction: The pathway to care in psychiatry consists of a detailed and systematic description of sources of care used by the patients before 
seeking help from mental health professionals (MHPs).
Aim: To qualitatively evaluate the experiences of patients during various pathways taken by them through thematic analysis.
Materials and methods: This study was conducted at the Department of Psychiatry of Pondicherry Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS), Puducherry. 
Those who had more than two encounters in the quantitative study were invited to participate. Interviews were conducted ensuring privacy, 
comfort, and confidentiality. Themes were analyzed using inductive coding method from the in-depth interviews.
Results: Themes related to participant’s understanding about the illness, first symptom that triggered initiation, nature of encounters, reasons 
attributed by patients and healers, and remedies done were found. Some of the remedies prescribed by the traditional healers (THs) were 
violent and horrific.
Conclusion: This study throws light into the understanding of the pathways taken by psychiatric patients in South India and the need to promote 
awareness among general public including the magicoreligious healers.
Keywords: Pathway, Psychiatric care, Qualitative, Traditional healers.
Indian Journal of Private Psychiatry (2019): 10.5005/jp-journals-10067-0046

In t r o d u c t I o n 
Mental illnesses are commonly linked with a high burden of disease. 
The National Mental Health Survey1 conducted in India found 
that the overall prevalence of mental morbidity was 10.6% with a 
lifetime prevalence of 13.7%. The pathways to care are the routes 
whereby people with mental disorders gain access to providers of 
mental health services.2 This consists of a detailed and systematic 
description of sources of care used by the patients before seeking 
help from metal health professionals (MHPs) and also of the factors 
that modify it.3 Only a limited proportion of patients with psychiatric 
disorders attend the mental healthcare facilities, and it is only 
when the condition becomes severe.4 Many patients are treated 
inadequately, which delays their presentation of illness and they 
become chronically ill, which depletes their resources.5

This is of special interest in India because of the shortage of 
access to trained MHPs and unique cultural diversity. Pathways to 
care in mental illnesses are more complicated and prolonged than 
other illnesses. Analyzing the pathway of care helps us to understand 
the health service utilization, recognizing reasons for the delay in 
reaching appropriate systems, and to strategically plan solutions.5

Culture exceptionally influences the mental health of people 
living in a society. India is a country with an amalgamation of vivid 
varieties of cultures and religious beliefs. Mental health problems, 
from the onset of illness to course and outcome, at every phase can 
be influenced by cultural beliefs. In India, blind beliefs and faith in 
the supernatural etiology of mental illness are highly prevalent 
among the majority of the population, especially in rural and tribal 
areas.6 Traditional healing has a long and significant history in India.7 
In the Indian health system, mainly in rural India and partly in urban 
India, the first line of contact for any illness including mental illness 
is comprised of local healthcare providers, a majority of them are 
traditional healers (THs).8

In India, patients with mental illness are stigmatized invariably. 
Visiting the THs is less stigmatizing than visiting MHPs. The reasons 
given by patients for visiting THs according to Naik et al.9 were (1) 
prior encouraging results with faith-healing in self and others; (2) 
causality was alleged to be supernatural, which needed a religious 
healer rather than a doctor; and (3) as the symptoms are not seen 
as physical problems, a medical doctor was not considered. Also, 
these THs have high acceptability and accessibility as they are part 
of their local communities.2

Even though quantitative methods are the commonly used 
research methods, they may not be able to answer a few rare or 
unexplored phenomena related to human behavior. Qualitative 
studies can enhance our understanding of human behavior and 
health services. They provide a basic understanding of complex 
situations, which cannot be explained by quantitative methods.10 
The use of qualitative methods is central to make progressive 
research in healthcare.11 This study was designed to understand 
the patients’ experiences during the pathway to psychiatric care 
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through qualitative research using a thematic analysis. Thematic 
analysis is a technique for classifying, analyzing, and recording 
patterns or themes within data.12

MAt e r I A l s A n d  Me t h o d s 
This hospital-based study was conducted to collect retrospective 
information from patients and their caretakers on their care-seeking 
pathways that lead them to the Department of Psychiatry of PIMS, 
Puducherry. After obtaining Institutional Ethical Clearance and 
written informed consent, 150 adult patients accompanied by 
primary caregivers attending the Department of Psychiatry for 
the first time in the 2 months (July and August 2018) period were 
selected through purposive sampling. Adult patients accompanied 
by caregivers who cannot reasonably participate in the research 
were excluded. Those who fulfill the inclusion criteria were 
interviewed using the proforma and the WHO encounter form.13

Patients who had more than two encounters were invited to 
participate in the qualitative interview. The current qualitative 
study aimed to elicit and gather perspectives in a subset of patients 
with mental illness and or their primary caretakers and understand 
their subjective experiences during their pathway to psychiatric 
care. The participants were encouraged to elaborate on the 
encounters they had, the path taken by them, and the experiences 
they had during their journey from the onset of illness until they 
reach our Department of Psychiatry. In those patients who were 
severely symptomatic, interviews were conducted only with the 
primary caretakers. Totally, 18 participants accepted to participate 
within the timeframe. A semi-structured guided interview format 
was used to gather their narratives. Interviews, which lasted 
between 45 minutes and 60 minutes, were transcribed and 
translated from audio recordings. The interviews were originally 
conducted in Tamil and took place in a separate room in the 
Psychiatric Outpatient Department of PIMS, ensuring safety, 
confidentiality, and privacy. To ensure participant validation, at 
the end of the interview, the summary of the interviews was read 
back to the participants.

Analysis of Qualitative Data
The narratives were read and re-read, and intensive coding was 
done to segregate themes. The data were retrieved, coded, and 
systematically organized according to patterns and themes. 
To minimize bias, independent coding was done. As no prior 
theoretical framework was chosen to explain, the inductive 
method was used to arrive at the themes. Codes were grouped into 
themes, which were then described, and any differences resolved 
by discussing within the research team. Pertinent subthemes were 
grouped under the themes. Redundant and repetitive themes were 
removed or regrouped.

re s u lts 
Table 1 depicts the details of the participants.

Even though 18 interviews were conducted, data reached 
theoretical saturation after analyzing 15 interviews.

Four major themes were extracted, which were further analyzed 
for subthemes.

• Clinical presentation and their understanding
• Encounters
• Expenditure during their pathway
• Remarks made by the patient/caregiver

Clinical Presentation and their Understanding
Under this theme, two themes were mined. Each theme is 
elaborated with an example

• The first symptom that triggered help-seeking behavior
• Attribution and understanding of the illness by the family

First Symptom that Triggered Help-seeking Behavior
Most of them started seeking help only when there was a severe 
symptom. The following were the most common reasons regarding 
the symptomatology after which the patient or the family sought 
help.

• Violence
• Irritability
• Suicidal attempt
• Complications related to substance use

For example, Case 30 “We had to take him as he became very 
violent and hit everyone at home.”

Case 86 “He was irritable all the time and broke my new phone”
Case 33 “I attempted suicide thrice within a week…first with 

sleeping pills, then with Ujala, and then naphthalene balls…then I 
realized that I have some problem”

Case 92: “Few days after he stopped drinking, he became so 
restless and fearful. He could not recognize us. So his aunt told that he 
is possessed and advised us to take him to a godman”

Attribution and Understanding of the Illness by the Family
Patients and their family members had their explanatory models 
for the illness, which were colored by cultural beliefs. The same 
participants had different explanations as the disease progressed.

• Breakup of a relationship
• Watching excessive pornography/masturbation (single patient)
• Possession by evil spirit/occult practices
• Mental illness

For example, Case 126 “She was in love with a man. Later he 
refused to marry her. So, she became ill”

Case 24 “I also masturbated a lot. I was dull and tired. All my 
problems started then.”
“But later I realized that I have problems in my mind”.

Case 148 “We went to a temple thinking that it’s because of evil 
spirit.”

Case 92 “Few days after he stopped drinking, he became so 
restless and fearful. He could not recognize us. So his aunt told that he 
is possessed and advised us to take him to a godman”

Encounters
All the 18 patients had visited a TH at least once. Most of them had 
an average of 2 encounters.

Encounters were Suggested by
Most of the time caretakers followed the path suggested by others. 
These include

• Relatives
• Friends
• Neighbors

For example, Case 126 “My friends brought the godman to home”
Case 9 “Our neighbors took me to Chennai saying that if I do a 

remedy there, I will be all right.”
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Case 78 “Then our relatives told He is fine only. Not ill. Don’t spoil 
his health by giving tablets. Just take him to a temple.”

Encounters
As already discussed, most of them had multiple encounters. 
Predominantly priests or godman seems to be popular. There 
were also instances when they met a medical practitioner, usually 
a general practitioner.

• Allopathic/alternative therapist
• GP
• Psychiatrist
• Ayurveda practitioner
• Siddha practitioner

For example, Case 9 “first I went to a nearby clinic only”
Case 33 “On the way back from the temple, we saw a psychiatrist’s 

house and went there”
Case 78 “As I was unable to eat I went to an Ayurvedic practitioner”
Case 78 “We went to see the local doctor one year ago. He told 

that this is a mental illness and gave tablets”

• THs
The majority of the participants have visited TH multiple times. 
The following themes emerged when the encounters were 
analyzed in this aspect.
• Priest
• Godman
• Astrologer
• Soothsayers
• Hidharath (Muslim Priest)

For example, Case 92 “We went to a temple in Kalavan to see the 
priest”

Case 24 “Then I went to see a God-man”
Case 92 “One week ago, we went to the mosque and met the Imam”
Case 78 “Then we went to an astrologer”

Explanations and Remedies Suggested by the Healers
Patients could recall the explanations given by both the medical 
and non-medical healers. Sometimes, they also felt that enough 

explanations were not given. One of the practitioners has told a 
female pregnant woman that these mood swings are physiological.

• Explanations were given by the allopathic/alternative therapist
• Labeled it as mental illness
• Normal physiological mood swings.

For example, Case 78 “We went to a local doctor one year ago. 
He told that this is a mental illness and gave tablets. He didn’t explain 
further. But after taking tablets he was better”

Case 126 “Then the doctor told that she (patient) is having these 
mood swings because of her pregnancy and she will be all right after 
delivery”

• Remedies prescribed by the allopathic/alternative therapist:
When these patients visited the doctors, they suggested 
various remedies. Most of the time they have not followed the 
suggestions.
• Pills
• Counseling/psychotherapy
• In-patient care
• Electroconvulsive therapy
• Brain scan

For example, Case 33 “They spoke to me and gave me some 
medications and advised me to come for counseling weekly”

Case 126 “They gave tablets and shock treatment”
Case 86 “They said that he needs to be admitted”

• Reasons for poor compliance
Even though they had visited a hospital or a psychiatric setup, 
most of them were poorly compliant. The reasons related to 
poor compliance as follows:
• No immediate improvement
• Cost
• Lack of insight
• Relatives discouraging medical treatment
• Side effects/pregnancy and fear of teratogenicity

For example, Case 125 “But he did not take the medication 
properly…and when he took he was better. But when he stopped he 
was worse”

Table 1: Description of the participants of qualitative interview

S. no. Case no. Diagnosis of the patient Age/sex
Relationship to the  
participant No. of encounters

Duration of untreated  
illness (in months)

1 9 Emotionally unstable personality  
disorder with deliberate self-harm

21/F Self 8 12

2 24 Somatization disorder 24/M Self 13 36
3 30 Alcohol dependence 36/M Wife 3 84
4 33 Major depression 22/M Self 11 0.5
5 69 Schizophrenia 35/M Sister-in-law 8 36
6 78 Schizophrenia with OCD 32/M Wife 7 12
7 86 Schizophrenia 59/M Wife 3 69
8 92 Alcohol dependence 32/M Wife 2 240
9 125 Schizophrenia 40/M Mother 3 72

10 126 Bipolar disorder 28/F Aunt 6 40
11 138 Schizophrenia 58/F Husband 2 4
12 140 Schizophrenia 18/F Mother 4 0.33
13 148 Major depression 35/F Self 2 6
14 149 Schizophrenia 40/F Mother 4 84
15 150 Schizophrenia 35/F Mother 4 24
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Case 86 “They said that he needs to be admitted and it will cost 
around Rs. 20,000. But I can’t pay that much hence opted for OP 
treatment with tablets. That itself came around Rs. 700 per month. My 
daily wage is only Rs. 120. So I could not follow-up there.”

Case 138 “She took the tablets for 6 months and had a lot of side 
effects. So, stopped it”

Case 33 “As I was feeling better I didn’t take medicine or attend 
counseling. But again, I started crying excessively.”

Case 78 “Then our neighbors told he is fine only. Not ill. Don’t spoil 
his health by giving tablets. Just take him to a temple.”

Case 138 “One of the church members told her that let her faith not 
be upon the tablets but only upon God; hence she stopped the tablets”

Case 150 “Then I became pregnant. I wanted my child to be normal 
so I stopped medications.”

• Explanations are given by the THs
The most interesting part of the study is the exploration of the 
TH’s attributions. These include the following. Most of them have 
given a magico-religious explanation except one who suggested 
the possibility of mental illness.
• Possessed by evil spirit/ghost/God
• Result of black magic/sorcery
• Practice of burning the menstrual clothes
• Scared after seeing something
• Bad timing/horoscope/bad omen
• Disease (one TH)

For example, Case 30 “He told that he is possessed”
Case 9 “They told that someone has done black-magic against me”
Case 9 “Another god-man told that my menstruation clothes were 

burnt by my family members and that’s why I am having this problem”
Case 86 “A 50-year-old woman, a sooth-sayer told me that my 

husband has God upon him, so someone would have done some 
sorcery against him or this could be a disease also”

Case 92 “He said that she got scared of something and possessed 
by a ghost”

Case 78 “They’d asked us to go to an astrologer. And he told that 
it’s due to bad timing of Raahu and Kethu.”

• Remedies prescribed by the THs
Though most of the priests or godman belonged to one 
particular religion, the remedies prescribed by them varied 
widely.
• Animal/bird sacrifice
• Rituals in the graveyard at midnight
• Poojas using various ingredients
• Growing yagna
• Physical assault
• Tying amulet
• Changing houses
• Drinking holy water or eating holy ash

For example, Case 30 “He asked my husband to promise that he 
won’t drink again and threatened him that if he drinks again he will 
have blood vomiting and die. He also sacrificed a hen and did pooja 
with its blood”
“He told that he is possessed and hit him badly. They asked him to 
leave the house.”

Case 9 “They packed the holy ash in a leaf and asked me to eat it.”
“He plucked my hair and put multiple knots in it. It started bleeding”

Case 125 “That god-man killed a hen and made me drink its blood. 
Later he dug a hole near the temple entrance, buried the hen there and 
covered it with a lemon”

Case 86 “But the godman said that I have to change my house as 
omen was not good with the current house”

“They tied an amulet and sent us.”
Case 25 “They asked me to buy hen, fish, and arrack. Then they 

took me to a graveyard and performed some rituals.”
Case 33 “There they said that they have to grow a “yagna” and we 

had to pay for the amulet. By doing the yagna they promised us that 
they could capture the ghost in a bottle”
“They beat me, slapped on my face, plucked my hair, and cut my plait, 
cut all the amulets I had, they forcefully fed me with banana and holy 
ash.”
“They kept calling us again saying that some ritual has to be done 
at the entrance of our house or else that dead girl would come and 
possess me.”

Case 92 “She said that we should buy 5 types of millets. She chanted 
over it…carried it around the head few times and threw it off”

Case 78 “They asked us to buy winnow sieve, garlic, pumpkin, egg, 
lemon, clothes, dhoti, arrack, camphor, rice, sambar, etc. We bought 
around 35 things”

Case 92 “Then we went to an Imam, He chanted and gave a bottle 
of water”

Case 69 “He also asked us to buy a doll, dress it up, take a pumpkin 
around the doll and then break it”

Expenditure During the Pathway
Expenditure
Another important finding was the cost spent by patients for these 
remedial measures.

• It ranged between INR-3000 and INR-6,00,000. Among these 
only 3 patients had spent on allopathic/alternative care. The 
rest was spent on traditional healing practices.

• The other related theme was the source of money spent on 
these remedies.
• Borrowing money
• Pledging jewelry
• using scholarship money (one patient)

For example, Case 86 “I borrowed money from many people and 
took him to astrologers. I have pledged all my jewels in a pawn shop 
and spent for him.”

Case 24 “I spent all the scholarship money I got.”

Remarks Made by the Patients Regarding  
the Healers/Treatment
During the interview, the participants expressed their opinion about 
the healers they had met…

Regarding Medical/Alternative Therapist and their 
Suggestions

• Expensive
• Unfriendly
• Did not give enough explanations

For example, Case 86 “Then we took him to hospital. They said that 
he needs to be admitted and asked me to pay Rs. 20,000 immediately 
as advance”
Every month it cost a few thousand for tablets alone. I couldn’t  
afford.

Case 33 “He scolded me very badly saying why are you thinking 
about that man and troubling your parents?”
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Case 76 “He told me that this is a mental illness and gave tablets. 
He didn’t explain further.”

Regarding THs and their Suggestions
Patients had neutral to a negative attitude toward the rituals and 
remedies.

For example, Case 9 “They told me that someone has done black-
magic against me! I didn’t believe and told that there is no chance!”

Case 138 “We should believe in God but at the same time, we 
should take medicines as well. But he told me not to take tablets which 
were wrong.”

Case 78 “But later we realized that all the explanations they gave 
us were nothing but lies.”

Case 33 “My father didn’t want to take me there, as they were 
beating me mercilessly”

Case 92 After drinking that holy water, there was some 
improvement that he started sleeping. But only for a few days.

su M M A ry o f  QuA l I tAt I v e  re s u lts 
Flowchart 1 explains the themes related to their pathway and 
Flowchart 2 about their encounters.

dI s c u s s I o n 
Most of the cultural practices are reiterated from the themes and 
subthemes found in the study. Patients with mental illness are taken 
for help only when they have severe symptoms such as harm to self 
or others. Their understanding of mental illnesses and attributions 
typically reflected cultural beliefs. Only one person acknowledged 
that this could be a mental illness.

Treatment initiatives were taken by others most of the time. 
The encounters with magicoreligious treatment posed a unique 
challenge due to overlapping terms such as Pujari, Samiyar, and 

Saadhu. Each has differences in their practices. According to Trivedi 
and Jilani,3 common factors that are associated with seeking help 
from THs are:

• Previous successful exposure to faith healing,
• Faith in supernatural healing may run in families,
• Monetary constraints,
• The apprehension of social stigma in being labeled,
• Easy accessibility of faith healers,
• Failure of medical care,
• Influence of neighbors and friends, and
• Lower socioeconomic status.

Though most of these factors apply to our patients as well, the 
financial aspects need special consideration. Though we could not 
make an appropriate estimate of the cost, patients had spent more 
on natural healing pathways than with allopathic/alternative care. 
Borrowing and pledging jewels, etc., which are unhealthy ways of 
handling finances, managed the financial needs.

The explanations and remedies given by the native healers are 
similar to the one found by Schoonover et al.7 and Kurihara et al.14 They 
attributed it to the evil forces and tried to nullify it by doing various 
rituals. Sometimes, violent and horrific methods were used. They have 
hit, verbally abused, pulled hair and made them drink blood. Also, the 
list of objects they had to purchase to do the rituals varied from five to 
thirty-five. Most (10/15) of them had asked for alcohol. Some remedies 
were very expensive such as changing the house. Doing rituals in 
the graveyard and growing yagna were also common practices as a 
remedy. Many patients have visited multiple faith healers and obliged 
to their instructions piously. A similar scenario was found in Bali as 
well.14 However, the same patients did not take the medications as 
advised. This may be related to the factor of fear or reverence associated 
with the THs. Schoonover et al.7 found that people consider them 
next to God. But the respect they had for doctors is visibly decreasing.

Flowchart 1: Major themes extracted from the qualitative analysis
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The encounter with a psychiatrist or medical practitioner was 
less frequent in this subgroup. Surprisingly, one of the medical 
practitioners had tried to normalize the mood symptoms probably 
causing a delay in seeking further care. This awakens us to the reality 
of other practitioner’s knowledge about mental illness. Whenever 
they have met a psychiatrist, the standard of care was followed.

Even though we had not asked, one of the subthemes that 
was identified, the final remark they made about the TH. Most 
of the patients had developed a negative attitude toward the 
magico-religious healing practices. This may be due to the bitter 
experiences they had or failure to relieve symptoms. Few of them 
regretted spending a huge amount of money.

World Health Organization has already mentioned that these 
alternate pathways may hinder access to mental health services 
because of low awareness of available services, insufficient 
connections between services, a dearth of knowledge among 
rural populations about the causes of and treatments for mental 
disorders resulting in the underutilization of mental health services, 
insufficient mental health training of general practitioners and THs 
adding to low rates of detection, treatment, and referral of mental 
disorders in traditional and primary care settings, and so on. These 
hurdles frequently lead to undesirable outcomes, such as delays 
in pursuing care until full-blown disorders have established with a 
higher probability of unfavorable long-term outcomes and huger 
expenses of treatment.

In a country like India where cultural relativism is very important, 
we do agree that we have to respect the cultural explanatory model 
given by the patients,8 but WHO2 also has recognized that some of 
the traditional healing practices were associated with the human 
rights violation, as seen in our study participants. In our study also, 
we found that patients with serious conditions such as delirium 
tremens were considered to be possessed and taken to temple, 
which could have been life-threatening. Hence, cultural relativism 
cannot be preserved at the cost of the safety of the patient.

Bathla et al.15 has suggested that attempts should be made 
in every region to drive these godmen away from our society 
and to create knowledge about mental illnesses. In our view, we 

cannot completely remove the traditional healing system from the 
pathway, as it has become part of the collective subconscious of our 
culture15 and ingrained in our society for centuries. The community 
may not accept such measures. Rather, gaining their trust and 
working closely with THs would give us a better opportunity to 
gain acceptance from the community and modify certain harmful 
practices they have been performing.16

The Dawa-Dua model of Erwadi village of Tamil Nadu has paved 
a way forward for such efforts. Even though this village became 
popular after the tragic fire accidents of mentally ill persons in 
2001, the religious leaders in Erwadi opened up to the idea of 
combining medical treatment with traditional healing. And in 
2014, Erwadi Dargah incorporated a clinic run by the district mental 
health program within its campus and started offering its visitors 
access to professional psychiatric care, diagnosis, treatment, and 
medication. Patients were encouraged to continue their prayers 
alongside professional medical treatment and return for follow-up 
visits to improve their well-being.17 Other religious places popularly 
known for mental health remedies should also be incorporated in 
such a plan.
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